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Abstract: Trimming of cantilever thin-walled structures is commonly seen in aerospace industry, 9 

including trimming of blades. Trimming with helix angle tools can cause the vibration of the thin-10 

walled workpiece along the tool-axis, which may disturb the time delay between cutting by the 11 

current and previous teeth. The time delay dependent on the vibration state makes the stability 12 

analysis of trimming process challenging. This paper is the first attempt to uncover the effect of 13 

state-dependent time delay of the trimming process caused by workpiece vibration on chatter 14 

stability. Modeling of the cutter-workpiece interactions, state-dependent time delay and the dynamic 15 

chip generation mechanism are presented. A time-domain numerical algorithm with an improved 16 

stability metrics is constructed to analyze the trimming stability behaviors. We found that the two 17 

dominant states can occur, namely, period-n instabilities with time-varying time delay and stability 18 

with constant time delay. A focused experimental study was carried out to calibrate this new finding. 19 

This study reveals the way the workpiece vibration affects the time delay and stability in the 20 

trimming process. 21 

Keywords: milling, thin-walled workpiece, trimming, state-dependent time delay, dynamic stability, 22 

bifurcations. 23 

1 Introduction 24 

Trimming of cantilever shape thin-walled workpieces is an important machining operation in 25 

aerospace, which has attracted a lot of attention in the recent years, e.g. [1-3]. Trimming is a special 26 

kind of milling operation, where a workpiece is clamped at one end forming a cantilever which edge 27 

is being milled. Traditional milling of thin-walled structures make walls thinner, while trimming 28 
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make them shorter. Due to large flexibility of thin-walled structures, machining vibration in 29 

trimming processes is the key issue affecting machining efficiency and surface finish quality. In 30 

typical trimming operations of cantilever shaped thin-walled workpieces, generated vibration are 31 

large, which affect nominal cutter-workpiece engagements and they cannot be neglected like in other 32 

more traditional milling operations. Before embarking on modeling and analysis of trimming 33 

processes, related studies are critically reviewed in this section. 34 

Chatter caused by regenerative effects may result in violent vibration, poor surface finish, lower tool 35 

life, and other negative effects. Therefore, it is of a great significance to avoid chatter for achieving 36 

high machining quality [4-9]. Constructing stability lobe diagrams is a low-cost way to acquire 37 

optimal machining parameters, where the frequency domain analytical methods [10, 11], time-38 

domain semi-analytical methods [12-17] and time-domain numerical simulation methods [18-24] are 39 

popular methods. For strongly nonlinear coupling models which cannot be linearized, the time 40 

domain simulation method is often the only choice, but its high computational cost is prohibitive. 41 

An accurate dynamic model is the key step for the chatter stability analysis. Classical dynamic 42 

models [25-30] consider geometric and kinematic relationships between the tool and the workpiece 43 

when describing cutter-workpiece engagement conditions, including start and exit immersion angles, 44 

instantaneous rotation angle of cutting element and instantaneous uncut chip thickness. For complex 45 

cases with tool runout and irregular geometry tool, although the cutter-workpiece engagement 46 

conditions are different for each tooth, cutter-workpiece engagement formulations in these models 47 

are still state-independent, which can be calculated without knowing the system vibration state. For 48 

example, Yusoff et al. [31] analyzed variable helix angle tool and introduced an optimisation 49 

algorithm to design variable helix angles to suppress chatter. Dombovari et al. [32] summarized 50 

cutting performance of non-uniform and harmonically varied helix cutters in case of high and low 51 

cutting speed conditions. Based on tooth trochoid motion, Zhang et al. [33] analyzed the milling 52 

stability by taking cutter runout into account. Niu et al. [34] obtained expressions of cutter-53 

workpiece engagement of variable pitch and variable helix tools by taking tool runout into account. 54 

Zhan et al. [35] presented the dynamic model of five-axis ball-end tool with variable pitches. 55 

Recently, the dynamic stability of the serrated milling tool was analyzed by Farahani et al. [36] and 56 

Bari et al. [37]. The geometry of crest cut tool was modeled by Tehranizadeh et al. [38] and five-axis 57 

bull-nose end milling was modeled by Tang et al. [39]. 58 

For thin-walled workpiece milling, due to high flexibility and relatively small cutting parameters, the 59 

workpiece vibration amplitude is comparable to the nominal chip thickness. Therefore, the effect of 60 

cutting system vibration should be taken into account in side milling of thin-walled workpieces. 61 

Campomanes et al. [23] established a time-domain model to simulate dynamic milling at a very 62 

small radial cutting width. In their model, the exact trochoidal motion of the cutter was described by 63 
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discretized cutter-workpiece kinematics and dynamics expressions, and the effects of changing radial 64 

cutting width caused by forced vibrations on chatter stability were investigated. Li et al. [40] 65 

analyzed the surface form errors caused by vibration of both flexible tool and workpiece in five-axis 66 

flank milling of thin-walled parts, where the time-varying stiffness of workpiece caused by material 67 

removal was also taken into account. Sun et al. [41] analyzed the effects of force-induced 68 

deformation calculated by the static stiffness on cutter-workpiece engagement. They found that the 69 

actual cutting width and cutting immersion angles deviate from the nominal values a lot and 70 

consequently the stability limits are changed. Totis et al. [42] developed a new model which 71 

considered the coupling relationship between cutting vibrations and cutter-workpiece engagement 72 

when the amplitude of steady-state vibrations is comparable to the instantaneous uncut chip 73 

thickness, but the linearization method was used to obtain the instantaneous uncut chip thickness 74 

rather than establishing the true coupling relationship formulae. Recently, Niu el al. [43] obtained the 75 

implicit cutter-workpiece engagement formulae by analyzing the teeth trajectories which are 76 

composed of cutting vibration, tool rotation and feed movement. In these literatures, the focuses are 77 

on the influence of cutting vibration along the tool radial direction on cutter-workpiece engagement. 78 

However, in trimming process of thin-walled parts, the engagement of cutter-workpiece is affected 79 

by the workpiece vibration along the tool axis. Therefore, not only the time delay but also the 80 

instantaneous rotation angle become state-dependent. This problem is yet to be investigated. 81 

In addition to cutter-workpiece engagement, time delay in milling process plays a crucial role in 82 

dynamical stability, many studies have been conducted on variable time delay dynamic models. Song 83 

et al. [44] proposed an approach to design variable pitch tools with high milling stability based on a 84 

generalized expression of tooth engagement factor. Sellmeier and Denkena [45] observed the stable 85 

islands in the stability charts of unequally pitched end mills. Wan et al. [46] analyzed the 86 

characteristics of multiple delays in milling process by considering the effects of variable tooth pitch 87 

angle and tool runout. Comak and Budak [47] proposed an accurate design method for optimal 88 

selection of pitch angles to maximize chatter free material removal rate of variable pitch tools. 89 

Hayasaka et al. [48] presented a generalized design method for selection of highly-varied-helix end 90 

mills to suppress the regenerative chatter. Otto et al. [49] studied mechanical vibration in milling 91 

with non-uniform pitch and variable helix tools considering different factors (e.g., the nonlinear 92 

cutting force behaviour, the effect of runout et al.). Recently, Jiang et al. [50] analyzed the variable-93 

pitch/helix milling process considering axially varying dynamics by taking cutter runout offset and 94 

tilt into account. These studies were conducted based on changing tool geometric parameters, time 95 

delay is generally proportional to the flute angles of milling tools and keeps discrete constant under a 96 

fixed spindle speed. For variable spindle speed milling, triangle-wave [51], sine-wave [52, 53], 97 

random [54, 55], and saw-tooth [56] are used to modulate spindle speed. Seguy et al. [51] analyzed 98 

the effect of spindle speed variation in the high spindle speeds domain and found that a variable 99 
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spindle speed can effectively suppress period-doubling bifurcations and have no effect on Hopf 100 

bifurcations. Sastry et al. [52] analyzed the stability of the variable speed face milling based on the 101 

Floquent theory, and the milling chatter was effectively suppressed at low spindle speeds. Different 102 

methods, such as frequency-domain and time-domain discretization, were used to analyze the effect 103 

of variable speed on milling stability [55-57]. Wang et al. [58] adopted a multi-harmonic spindle 104 

speed variation to suppress milling chatter and the genetic algorithm is used to select optimal 105 

parameters. Although time delay is variable in the above models, it is regarded as a state-independent 106 

parameter. Even for trochoid tool path [59, 60] or the turn-milling operations [61], time delay is 107 

periodic time-varying, but not related to the system state. Few studies have been covered on state-108 

dependent dynamic models. For example, Insperger et al. [62] modeled the state-dependent 109 

regenerative time delay in two degrees of freedom milling process. Latter, Bachrathy et al. [63] 110 

further proposed a comprehensive model which considers the effect of self-excited vibration of the 111 

milling tool and trochoidal path of the cutting edges on time delay, and they used a shooting method 112 

to analyze the nonlinear dynamic equations. Recently, Niu et al. [43] used numerical algorithms to 113 

analyze the stability and surface location error of milling thin-walled workpieces considering effects 114 

of cutting vibration, feed movement, tool rotation and tool runout on time delay. 115 

Due to vibration induced time delay, dynamics of trimming is very different from dynamics of 116 

traditional milling processes. Time delay becomes state-dependent and is related to the workpiece 117 

vibration directly. In addition, the existing literature on trimming thin-walled workpiece mainly 118 

focuses on reducing the workpiece vibration amplitude. For example, Liu et al. [2] optimized the tool 119 

inclination angle based on an analytical 3D forces model to decrease the machined surface roughness 120 

and the vibration amplification in the side tilt milling of edges of thin-walled workpieces. They 121 

experimentally investigated the influence of tool helix angle and tilt angle on surface quality on the 122 

workpiece in trimming process [3]. Wan et al. [1] suppressed the vibration in trimming process of the 123 

plate-like workpiece by additional dynamic vibration absorbers (DVA) and they also optimized the 124 

location of DVA on the workpiece. 125 

Simultaneous effects of state-dependent and time delays caused by workpiece vibration have not 126 

been yet comprehensively modelled and analyzed, which is the main aim of this work. Specifically, 127 

we develop here a novel dynamic model of trimming thin-walled cantilever plates by considering the 128 

effect of workpiece vibration along the tool axis on time delay and instantaneous rotation angle. 129 

Mechanisms explaining tool-workpiece interactions, state-dependent time delay and the dynamic 130 

chip generation will be discussed. Trimming stability will be investigated by computing and 131 

comparing stability lobe diagrams for mathematical models having various degree of complexity and 132 

fidelity including the developed here time-domain numerical algorithm with an improved stability 133 

metrics. 134 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a novel mathematical model to 135 

describe dynamics of thin-walled workpiece trimming is developed. Then in Section 3, the effects of 136 

state-dependent instantaneous rotation angle and time delay on trimming stability are modelled, 137 

where time delay is calculated by an iterative method and the time-domain numerical algorithm with 138 

improved stability metrics is proposed to analyze the trimming stability behaviors. In Section 4, 139 

simulation results and experimental validations are presented. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in 140 

Section 5. 141 

2 State-dependent dynamic model of trimming 142 

Trimming with helix angle tools can cause vibration of the thin-walled workpiece along the tool-axis, 143 

which may disturb the time delay between cutting by the current and previous teeth. In this section, 144 

we aim to construct the state-dependent dynamic model of trimming of thin-walled structures for 145 

further investigations of the effect of state-dependent time delay. First, the dynamic interactions 146 

between the tool and the workpiece are analyzed. Then, the expressions of state-dependent 147 

parameters such as instantaneous rotation angle, chip thickness and time delay are obtained. Last, the 148 

stability prediction method with an improved metrics in time-domain is proposed to investigate 149 

stability lobes. 150 

A typical example of trimming is a compressor blade top cutting as shown in Figure 1 together with 151 

its physical model. For convenience of analysis, the structure is simplified to a cantilever thin-walled 152 

plate, which is depicted in Figure 1(b). To mathematically describe the process, a Cartesian 153 

coordinate system is used where X-axis and Z-axis are in the directions of feed and tool-axis, 154 

respectively, and Y-axis satisfies the right-hand rule. Four simplifying assumptions are adopted in the 155 

modelling: 156 

(i) Only dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions and the workpiece in Z-direction are considered 157 

as other directions are significantly stiffer. 158 

(ii) Interactions during the cutting process are strongly nonlinear especially when the tool makes 159 

intermittent contacts with the workpiece. In this study we assume that the tool does not loose contact 160 

with the workpiece. 161 

(iii) Effects of material removal on modal parameters are neglected hence the modal parameters of 162 

the dynamic system are assumed to be constant during cutting. 163 

(iv) In trimming the width of cut is constant. 164 
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 165 

Figure 1. Dynamic interactions between the tool and the workpiece in trimming of thin-walled structures; (a) a 166 

typical example of trimming a compressor blade; (b) kinematics of the process; (c) cutting forces generated during 167 

the process; (d) physical model of the process where the tool and the workpiece supported three Kelvin-Voight 168 

pairs in X, Y and Z directions. To analyze the cutting forces of the tool, the workpiece is discretized into AN  number 169 

of slices along the Z-direction and the i-th element of the workpiece is depicted by shaded area. The direction of the 170 

cutting forces on the tool, i.e. tangential tF , radial rF  and axial aF , components ( i , j ) are shown, where ( i , j ) 171 

represents the contact parts of the j-th tooth and the i-th element of the workpiece. One state of the workpiece 172 

vibration along the Z-direction is described by dashed lines. 173 

The dynamic interactions occurring during the process can be derived from the Newton’s second law, 174 

which in the fully nonlinear case can be represented in the matrix form using the generalized co-175 

ordinates q  as 176 

        ,  M q q C q q K Fq q q q ,  (1) 177 

which after applying the simplifying assumptions (i) – (iv) can be reduced to its linearized matrix 178 

form given below: 179 

  ,  Mq Cq Kq q qF .  (2) 180 

Assuming that the nonlinear force,  ,F q q , for the steady state milling is a periodic function of 181 

time,    rt t T F F , is governed by the rotation speed of the tool with period rT , the dynamics of 182 
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the trimming process can be described in the familiar form for the manufacturing community by Eq. 183 

(3)  184 

        t tt t  Mq Cq Kq F ,  (3) 185 

where ( )cx cy wzdiag m m mM , ( )cx cy wzdiag c c cC  and  cx cy wzdiag k k kK are modal 186 

mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, where the subscript c  and w  represent tool and 187 

workpiece, respectively.      [ ( )]T

c c wt x t y t z tq ,      [ ( )]T

c c wt x t y t z tq  and 188 

   0 0( ) ( ) ( ) / 2
T

c c w ht x t y t z t z  q  are the relative acceleration, velocity and displacement 189 

vectors between the tool and the workpiece at the time t , and (0) 0cx  , (0) 0cy  , 0 0(0) / 2wz z h  , 190 

where 0z  is the distance between the workpiece bottom and the tool bottom at the initial time and 0h  191 

is the thickness of the workpiece.        [ ]x y

T

zt F tF t Ft F  is the force vector at the time t , 192 

 xF t ,  yF t  and  zF t  are the cutting forces acting on the tool. Eq. (3) is nonlinear due to the cutting 193 

force and will be modeled in detail later on. 194 

According to [64, 65], the milling process with helical angle cutters can be modeled as the 195 

simultaneous processes of cutting with a number of single-point cuts. In Figure 1(c), the workpiece is 196 

discretized into AN  number of slices along the Z-axis. Each slice are treated as single point oblique 197 

cutting which has an inclination angle of   (helix angle of the tool). The tangential force  , ,tF t i j , 198 

radial force  , ,rF t i j  and axial force  , ,aF t i j  on cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at time t  are 199 

calculated as follow: 200 
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where 0 / ANa h   is the cutting depth of each slice; AN  denotes the number of axial discretization 202 

slices of the contact parts ( 1, ,
A

Ni  ) and N  denotes the number of teeth ( 1, , Nj  );  , ,h t i j  is 203 

the chip thickness of cutting element ( i , j ) at time t ; and tK , teK , rK , reK , aK , aeK  are the cutting 204 

force coefficients and edge force coefficients of tangential, radial and axial, respectively. 205 

As shown in Figure 1(d), the milling resultant force in the X, Y, and Z-directions at time t  can be 206 

expressed from the tangential, radial, and axial elemental forces and is shown as follow: 207 
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,  (7) 210 

where the  , ,t i jg   is a switch function to determine whether the infinitesimal cutting flute is 211 

involved in cutting or not. , ,t i j  is the instantaneous rotation angle of the cutting element ( i , j ) at 212 

time t . The start angle and the exit angle are st , ex  respectively. ea  is width of cut, and D  is the 213 

diameter of the tool. 214 

3 Instantaneous rotation angle, chip thickness and time delay 215 

Due to the large overhang of the workpiece, the stiffness of the workpiece is very low (refer to Table 216 

1). Compared with the common vibration magnitude ranging from a few micrometers to tens of 217 

micrometers, the vibration amplitude of the workpiece in such trimming process could reach several 218 

millimeters, which is comparable to the workpiece thickness. In such case, the effect of workpiece 219 

vibration on the cutter-workpiece engagement needs to be taken into consideration. 220 

In Figure 2(a), the motion track of the workpiece along the Z-direction at different times is illustrated 221 

where the positions of the workpiece at time 0t , 1t  and 2t  are also depicted. The location of the 222 

workpiece along the Z-direction is changing over time so that the cutter-workpiece engagement area 223 

becomes state-dependent. For a milling tool with N  number of tooth rotating at spindle speed  rpm 224 

(revolution per minute), the instantaneous rotation angle of cutting element ( i , j ) at time t  can be 225 

expressed as follow: 226 
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 228 

Figure 2. State-dependent instantaneous rotation angle 
, ,t i j  and time delay  t ; (a) The tool circumference is 229 

expanded where a schematic diagram showing the vibration track of the workpiece along the Z-direction and the 230 

positions of the workpiece at three different times is presented. Due to the workpiece vibration, the contact parts of 231 

workpiece and tool along the Z-direction is time-varying. (b) Set point A as the cutting element ( i , 1j  ), due to the 232 

workpiece vibration, the corresponding cutting element ( i , j ) may be point B, C or D. Thus, the time interval 233 

between the current and previous teeth is changed, which means time delay is state-dependent and time-varying. 234 

The instantaneous uncut chip thickness at the time t  consists of two parts, i.e., the static part 235 

contributed by the feed motion and the dynamic part by the vibration of the tool, respectively. The 236 

variable uncut chip thickness can be expressed as follow: 237 

          
    

    
, , , , , ,= sin + sin c, , ost i j t i j t i j

c c

c c
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f t
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,  (9) 238 

where f  is the feed rate,  t  is the time delay between the current and previous teeth at time t ; 239 

  cx t t ,   cy t t  are the tool vibrations in X, Y-directions at time  t t , respectively. 240 

Although the expression of the chip thickness  , ,h t i j  has been obtained from Eq. (9), the time 241 

delay  t  remains undetermined. In Figure 2(b), set point A as the cutting element ( i , 1j  ), if the 242 

vibration of the workpiece in Z-direction is neglected, the cutting element ( i , j ) is C, and the time 243 

delay is equal to tooth period T . However, when the workpiece vibration in Z-direction is considered, 244 

the cutting element ( i , j ) may be B, C or D, and the time interval between the current and previous 245 

teeth is changed. Thus, the time delay  t  may decrease, increase or remain unchanged. The state-246 

dependent time delay can be modeled by Eq. (10) as shown below: 247 
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,  (10) 248 

where  wz t  is the regenerative vibration of the workpiece,  t  is the rotation angle variation 249 

between previous and current teeth caused by the workpiece vibration. According to Eq. (10), the 250 

time delay  t  can be rewritten as follow: 251 

        
2

2

tan
w w

TN
t T z t z t t

D
 




    .  (11) 252 

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), the expression of chip thickness  , ,h t i j  can be rewritten as 253 

follow: 254 
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,  (12) 255 

where tf  is the nominal feed per tooth, 
'

tf  is the actual feed per tooth. From Eq. (11), we can 256 

conclude that time delay depends not only on process parameters and tool geometry, but also on the 257 

vibration state. Moreover, time delay in trimming model is related to the regenerate effect of the 258 

workpiece vibration. The expression of the time delay, Eq. (11), is implicit so that we propose to 259 

calculate it by an iterative method. And from Eq. (12), due to the effect of time-varying time delay, 260 

the actual feed per tooth is not equal to the nominal feed per tooth tf , and it is also changing due to 261 

the regenerate effect of the workpiece vibration. 262 

To compute complex and interwoven nonlinear relationships between chip thicknesses and generated 263 

cutting forces, dynamical responses and time delay need to be evaluated in the sequence shown in 264 

Figure 3. This demonstrates that time delay is state-dependent, and can also affect the dynamic 265 

response. 266 
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 267 

Figure 3. Sequential relationships between time delay, dynamic response and chip thickness. Dynamic response 
wz  268 

affects time delay   as described in Eq. (11), time delay affects uncut chip thickness h  captured by Eq. (9) and 269 

uncut chip thickness affects dynamic response by Eqs (3-5). 270 

The dynamic model of trimming process has a strong nonlinearity hence no suitable linearization 271 

method is readily available to analyze its stability efficiently, so that the time-domain numerical 272 

simulation method is adopted. The time-domain simulation process is based on the scheme proposed 273 

in [19]. For a given spindle speed and width of cut, the simulation time duration endt  is equal to the 274 

time 120 revolutions. Time increment t  is calculated from Eq. (13) to ensure that the tooth period 275 

is divided into integer interval. 276 

  0/ ceil /t T T t   ,  (13) 277 

where ‘ceil   ’ is the function that takes as input a real number   and gives as output the nearest 278 

integer greater than or equal to  , and 6

0 1 10t    s. 279 

Time delay  t  is calculated by an iterative search method and the procedure is explained in 280 

Appendix A. The milling forces are calculated by Eq. (5) and the dynamic displacements of the tool 281 

in X and Y-directions and the workpiece in Z-direction can be obtained by using the explicit Euler 282 

method by integrating the Eq (3). Subharmonic sampling strategy proposed by Schmitz et al. [20] 283 

combined with a new stability metrics Eq. (14) is used to detect different milling states, e.g., stability 284 

and milling bifurcation phenomenon. 285 
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sn sn
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z i z i
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,  (14) 286 

where snz  is the vector of wz  displacements sampled once every n  tooth period, and sN  is the 287 

length of the snz  vector. In order to avoid the effect of free vibration, we have truncated the output 288 

signals wz  to remove the first 67%. 289 

When compared with the conventional stiffness of the milling systems, the stiffness of the workpiece 290 

in this study is very low (refer to Table 1), hence the vibration amplitude of the workpiece in 291 

trimming process can reach 1~2 millimeters rather than a few micrometers or tens of micrometers. 292 

Time delay  

Dynamic response   
Chip thickness  
(Cutting force  )

Eq. (11) Eq. (9)

Eqs. (3-5)
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Therefore, the improved stability metrics is proposed, the order of magnitude of the vibration 293 

displacements wz  is changed by /10wsz z   before calculating nM , where   is a positive integer, 294 

and   is set to 2 in this study. The flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe 295 

diagram is shown in the Appendix B, where   and ea  are the interval value of spindle speed and 296 

width of cut, respectively. 297 

4 Numerical simulation and experimental validation 298 

The proposed state-dependent dynamic model of trimming and numerical algorithm with improved 299 

stability metrics will be validated with simulations and experiments in this section. The workpiece is 300 

made of Aluminum Alloy 7075 and as 100 mm × 60 mm × 2 mm thin-walled plate with 80 mm 301 

overhang. The stiffness is low in Z-direction while strong enough in X and Y-direction. To focus on 302 

the effect of state-dependent time delay and instantaneous rotation angle caused by workpiece 303 

vibration, a single tooth ( 1N  ) tool is adopted with diameter 8D  mm, helix angle 45   304 

and overhang 20L  mm to ensure enough stiffness of the tool. The tool originally had two teeth 305 

but one of the teeth is removed by grinding wheel to avoid disturbances, e.g., tool runout. 306 

4.1 Identification of dynamic parameters 307 

The identification experiment of cutting force coefficients was carried out similar to that in Ref [66]. 308 

In order to avoid the effect of cutting vibration and bottom edge cutting on cutting force, the thin-309 

walled plate with 4 mm overhanging length was cut by side milling with 3.5 mm width of cut. The 310 

cutting forces were measured by a dynamometer with the sampling frequency was set to 20 kHz. The 311 

identified cutting coefficients parameters are =481aK  N/mm2 and =2.0aeK  N/mm. 312 

The experimental modal test was performed on the workpiece with impact hammer, accelerometer, 313 

and data acquisition system. Two different points on the workpiece are measured. The distance 314 

between the two points along the X-direction is 10mm and the connecting line between the two 315 

points is parallel to the X-direction. Modal parameters including modal mass, natural frequency, 316 

damping ratio and stiffness calculated by rational fraction polynomial fitting algorithm are shown in 317 

Table 1, and the measured and fitted FRFs are compared in Figure 4. It is seen that the modal curves 318 

of the two points are almost the same, which indicates that the modal parameters of the two positions 319 

are basically the same. The data of Measurement-1 is used to calculate the stability lobe diagram. As 320 

the stiffness along the X-direction of the thin-walled structure changes gradually, we used a narrow 321 

area of the workpiece to carry out the simulations and experiments so that the stiffness variation 322 

along the workpiece edge is small. This is confirmed by the modal data of Measurement-1 and of 323 

Measurement -2, which are almost the same as can be see in Figure 4 and Table 1. 324 

Table 1. Identified modal parameters of the experimental milling system. 325 
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Mode Order Frequency (Hz) Mass (kg) Damping ratio (%) Stiffness (N/m) 

Measurement-1 
1st 243.12 0.0084 0.8720 1.9707×104 

2nd 755.75 0.0138 0.2187 3.1093×105 

Measurement-2 1st 243.05 0.0086 1.0249 2.007×104 

2nd 755.79 0.0174 0.2445 3.9161×105 

 326 

Figure 4. FRF of the workpiece in Z-direction. The blue dash lines and red solid lines represent the measured and 327 

fitted results, respectively. Data of two different points on the workpiece is shown in (a) and (b). The distance 328 

between the two points along the X-direction is 10mm and the connecting line between the two points is parallel to 329 

the X-direction. The modal curves of the two points are almost the same, which indicates that the modal parameters 330 

of the two positions are basically the same. The experimental modal tests are conducted 3 times on each point and 331 

the set of data of measured frequency response have been averaged in ModalView software. 332 

4.2 Prediction of stability charts 333 

Since the dynamic response wz  depends on uncut chip thickness, uncut chip thickness depends on 334 

time delay and time delay depends on dynamic response, the dynamic model of trimming process 335 

exists complex nonlinear coupling relationships. In order to analyze the stability property of the 336 

trimming process, we set cutting conditions with up milling, 0.03tf  mm to draw the stability lobe 337 

diagram. The range of spindle speed is 3000 to 6300 rpm with the step of 100 rpm and radial width is 338 

1.0 to 5.0 mm with the step of 0.1 mm. Stability solution presented in the last part of Section 3 is 339 

used to predict stability and bifurcation types. First, the simulation time duration endt  is divided 340 

equally with time increment t . Then, time delay, cutting forces and vibration displacements are 341 

calculated by Eq. (11), Eq. (5) and Eq. (3) for each time step, respectively. The vibration 342 

displacement of the workpiece wz  is selected to calculate the stability metrics nM  by Eq. (14). Last, 343 

the subharmonic sampling strategy is used to analyze the dynamic behaviors of milling process. This 344 

(a) (b)
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procedure is carried out for every combination of spindle speed and width of cut within the given 345 

range, specifically from 3000 to 6300 rpm and from 1.0 to 5.0 mm. The computed stability lobe 346 

diagram is shown in Figure 5(a), where blank and blue areas indicate stable and chatter regions 347 

respectively. Hopf bifurcations are marked by red dot and period-2 bifurcations by blue circles. The 348 

peak-to-peak (PTP) diagram proposed by Smith and Tlusty [21] is also plotted in Figure 5(b). The 349 

boundaries of the two-lobe diagrams are roughly the same, which shows the validity of the improved 350 

stability metrics. 351 

 352 

Figure 5. Example results of dynamic stability for the trimming process; (a) stability lobe diagram plotted using 353 

time-domain numerical simulation with the improved stability metrics; (b) Peak-Po-Peak (PTP) diagram plotted 354 

using the cutting force in Z-direction.; In the panel (a), the blank area is the stable area and the blue area is the 355 

chatter area. Some unstable points such as Period-2 (blue circle ‘o’), period-3 (yellow plus sign ‘+’), period-4 356 

(black asterisk ‘*’), and secondary Hopf or high order period-n (red dot ‘.’) are marked with different symbols and 357 

colors. The stable boundaries of the two-lobe diagrams calculated by different methods are roughly the same, which 358 

shows the validity of the improved stability metrics. 359 

For stable trimming process (such as 6100 rpm, 3.0ea  mm), the workpiece vibration is periodic 360 

with tooth period (forced vibration only), the motion trajectories of the workpiece as well as the 361 

corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is plotted in Figure 6(a). Only a single 362 

group of points is observed in the Poincaré map for once per tooth sampling which is shown in 363 

Figure 6(b). Figure 6 indicates that the axial height difference of the workpiece vibration between 364 

current and previous teeth is zero so that time delay calculated by Eq. (11) converges to a constant 365 

value, which is seen in Figure 7. 366 

Instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  is a linear function of time if the workpiece vibration are 367 

neglected. However, in this study, the instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  depends on the vibration 368 

(a) (b)
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displacement of workpiece which is time-varying so that the instantaneous rotation angle changes 369 

nonlinearly. As the chip thickness and cutting force are closely related to the instantaneous rotation 370 

angle, these values are also changed at different time rather than phase shifts. In Figure 8, the 371 

instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) and the Z-direction cutting 372 

force of the tool at different time are plotted. Comparing with the case that workpiece is rigid, the 373 

cutting force with considering the workpiece vibration changes at different time. The start and end 374 

time of the engagement between the cutter and the workpiece is different and 1t  is less than 2t  ( 1t  375 

and 2t  are the cutting time when the workpiece is regarded rigid and flexible, respectively.), which 376 

indicates that the state-dependent rotation angle , ,t i j  caused by the workpiece vibration changes 377 

the actual engagement time in each tooth period. 378 

 379 

Figure 6. Stable trimming behaviour obtained for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) time history of workpiece 380 

vibration displacement in Z-direction and pitch label displacement 1/rev; (b) phase portrait and Poincaré map (red 381 

point). 382 

 383 

Figure 7. Simulated time delay and tooth period for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm. For stable trimming, the time 384 

delay converges to the tooth period 0.009836T  s. 385 

(a) (b)

(0.7,0.009836)
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 386 

Figure 8. Comparison of the instantaneous rotation angle and cutting force between flexible and rigid workpieces 387 

with 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) the instantaneous rotation angle   of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) 388 

at different time. When workpiece vibration is considered,   changes nonlinearly, and the engagment time of tool-389 

workpiece is also shown by ‘cutting’; (b) the cutting force of the tool in Z-direction at different time. 
1t  and 

2t are 390 

the cutting duration when workpiece is regarded rigid or flexible, respectively, where 2t  is 25% longer than 1t . 391 

For the period-n bifurcation, the motion trajectories of the workpiece vibration repeat every n tooth 392 

periods, and the sampled points appear at n distinct locations in the Poincaré map. Taking period-2 393 

bifurcation trimming (such as 4100 rpm, 3.5ea  mm) as an example, the cutting force of the 394 

tool in Z-direction as well as the corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is 395 

plotted in Figure 9(a). The Poincaré map of the workpiece vibration displacement for once per tooth 396 

period sampling is shown in Figure 9(b), which indicates that period-2 bifurcation occurs. 397 

In order to analyze the characteristics of period-2 bifurcation in the proposed model, the state-398 

dependent time delay is shown in Figure 10, the instantaneous rotation angle and chip thickness of 399 

the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time are plotted in Figure 11. In period-2 bifurcation 400 

trimming, the time delay is time-varying and its maximum change is nearly 8% compared with the 401 

tooth period. The variation period of the time delay is consistent with the vibration period of the 402 

workpiece. Similarly to the stable trimming, the instantaneous rotation angle changes nonlinearly in 403 

period-2 bifurcation trimming, but its period has changed. Comparing the uncut chip thicknesses 404 

with (
2h ) and without (

1h ) considering the workpiece vibration, we find that the phase of 
1h  and 

2h  405 

is different, and the cutting thickness 
1h  does not change completely smoothly in one of the tooth 406 

periods. It is noted that the sharp change of 
2h  in Figure 11(b) is reasonable because of the sudden 407 

change of the time delay at the corresponding time node. 408 

(a) (b)

2 0.0035st 
1 0.0028st 
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 409 

Figure 9. Period-2 bifurcation with 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm; (a) the cutting force of tool in Z-direction and 410 

pitch label cutting force 1/rev; (b) phase portrait and Poincaré map (red point). 411 

 412 

Figure 10. Simulated time histories for time delay, tooth period and change rate with 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   413 

mm; (a) For period-2 bifurcation trimming, the time delay is time-varying, and the maximum and minimum values 414 

are 0.01578 s and 0.01356 s, respectively. The tooth period is 0.01463 s. (b) Use the equation    / 100T T    to 415 

calculate the change rate, and the maximum value is nearly 8%. 416 

(a) (b)

tooth period tooth period

tooth period tooth period

(a)

(b)
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 417 

Figure 11. Comparisons between state-dependent and independent dynamics for 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm; 418 

(a) the instantaneous rotation angle   of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time; (b) the instantaneous chip 419 

thickness of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time. When the workpiece vibration is considered,   420 

changes nonlinearly, and the engagement duration of tool-workpiece is also shown by ‘cutting’. 
1h  is the static 421 

cutting thickness without considering the workpiece vibration, 
2h  is the dynamic cutting thickness. 422 

4.3 Discussion on engagement conditions and stability analysis 423 

As explained in Section 3.2, the actual cutting duration will be changed at stable trimming process 424 

when workpiece vibration is taken into account. In order to further investigate this phenomenon, we 425 

have analyzed the change rate trend of cutting duration at the same spindle speed and different width 426 

of cut or at different spindle speeds and the same width of cut. The results are shown in Figure 12(a) 427 

and (b). In Figure 12(a), for low spindle speeds (such as 3500 rpm, 4500 rpm), with the 428 

increase of width of cut, the change rate of cutting duration decreases. However, for high spindle 429 

speeds such as 6100 rpm, 6200 rpm, with the increase of width of cut, the change rate of 430 

cutting duration increases first and then decreases. In Figure 12(b), when width of cut ea  is set to 1.5 431 

mm, with the increase of spindle speed, the change rate of cutting duration also increases. And when 432 

the width of cut ea  is set to 2.0 or 2.5 mm, with the increase of spindle speed, the change rate of 433 

cutting duration only fluctuates slightly, which indicates that the change of spindle speed has little 434 

effect on cutting duration at these widths of cut. 435 

The same strategy is adopted to analyze the variation trend of the change rate of time delay at period-436 

2 bifurcation trimming process and the results are shown in Figure 12(c) and (d). In Figure 12(c), 437 

with the increase of width of cut, the maximum change rate of time delay also increases for spindle 438 

speeds 4100 rpm and 5900 rpm. However, for the spindle speeds, 4200 rpm and 439 

5800 rpm, the maximum change rate of time delay remains basically unchanged with the 440 

increase of width of cut. These four curves are far apart from each other along the vertical axis, 441 

which shows that the spindle speed has a relatively big effect on the maximum change of time delay. 442 

In Figure 12(d), when the width of cut ea  is set to 1.7, 2.1 or 2.5 mm, with the increase of spindle 443 

speed, the maximum change rate of time delay also increases. These three curves are relatively steep, 444 

(a) (b)
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which also shows that the spindle speed has a relatively big effect on the maximum change of time 445 

delay. Since these three curves are almost close to each other along the vertical axis excepting the 446 

cutting parameter ( 5500 rpm, 1.7ea  mm), it shows that the width of cut has little effect on the 447 

maximum change of time delay within the spindle speed range of 5500 to 5900 rpm. 448 

 449 

Figure 12. Change rate of cutting time and time delay under different cutting parameters. 
1t  and 

2t  are the cutting 450 

time when the workpiece is regarded as rigid and flexible respectively.   and T  are the time delay and tooth 451 

period respectively. (a) The change rate of cutting time at the same spindle speed and different width of cut. (b) The 452 

change rate of cutting time at the same width of cut and different spindle speed. (c) The maximum change rate of 453 

time delay at the same spindle speed and different width of cut. (d) The maximum change rate of time delay at the 454 

same width of cut and different spindle speed. 455 

As has been explained at the beginning of Section 4, to focus more on the effect of state-dependent 456 

and time-varying time delays caused by workpiece vibration, the stiffness of the tool in our 457 

experiment is designed to be very high. This effectively changes the problem from 3 DOF (three 458 

degrees-of-freedom) to 1 DOF (one degree-of-freedom), where only flexibility of the workpiece is in 459 

the Z-direction. In another words, when state-dependent and time-varying time delays are not 460 

considered, vibration in Z-direction can be neglected as the system stiffness becomes high resulting 461 

that all the cutting parameters in the stability lobe diagram are stable. 462 

Let us examine now the stability lobe diagram corresponding to the following set of cutting 463 

parameter represented by points  A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), 464 

D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm), as shown 465 

in Figure 13(a). And the related experimental results are presented in Section 4.4. 466 

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)
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In order to assess a difference between the stability lobe diagrams calculated with the classic 467 

approach without considering the state dependent time delay, we superimposed these two lobe 468 

diagrams, which is shown in Figure 13(b). The red curve represents the classic lobe diagram with 2 469 

DOF (two degrees-of-freedom), where the dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions are considered. 470 

The black curve marks the stability borders for our approach having 3 DOF with the state-dependent 471 

and time-varying time delay, where the dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions and the workpiece 472 

in Z-direction are considered. Four simulated results, marked as points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 473 

(5900 rpm, 1.5 mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm), were used to probe the 474 

computed stability lobe diagrams. In Figure 13(b), P1, P2 and P3 are in the chatter area for 3 DOF 475 

model but they are stable according to 2 DOF model. In contrast, P4 is a stable point for 3 DOF 476 

model but it exhibits chatter in 2 DOF prediction. The simulated displacement time histories for 477 

points P1 to P4 are presented in Appendix C. 478 

 479 

Figure 13. Stability lobe diagrams for three different models and test points obtained for a chosen set of cutting 480 

parameters given in brackets; (a) 1 DOF with state-dependent and time-varying time delay marking important 481 

points A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm), E(4100 rpm, 3.3 482 

mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm) and G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm); Points E, F, G are period-2 bifurcations; (b) classic 2 DOF 483 

(red curves) and the 3 DOF with state-dependent and time-varying time delay (color areas). The blank and color 484 

areas mark stable and chatter regions respectively. Four typical points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 (5900 rpm, 1.5 485 

mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm) are also shown. 486 

4.4 Experimental studies 487 

In this work the experiments were conducted to calibrate the developed mathematical model and 488 

provide some insight into its validation. The trimming tests are carried out on the five-axis 489 

machining center (Mikron UCP800) and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 14. A rotating 490 
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dynamometer is used to record the dynamic milling force and an accelerometer is attached on the 491 

workpiece to measure the vibration acceleration signal. The Keyence laser displacement sensor is 492 

used to measure the vibration amplitude of the workpiece. 493 

 494 

Figure 14. Experimental set-up for investigating the dynamics of trimming thin-walled structures; (a) schematic 495 

diagram of experimental set-up; (b) photograph showing sensor locations. A rotating dynamometer is used to record 496 

the dynamic milling force of tool. Accelerometer and Keyence laser displacement sensors are used to measure the 497 

acceleration and displacement of the workpiece respectively. 498 

For stable trimming ( 6100  rpm, 3.0ea   mm, we used the same stable parameters as in the 499 

simulation), the acceleration of the workpiece vibration as well as the corresponding 1/revolution-500 

sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is plotted in Figure 15(a), and the corresponding FFT spectrum is 501 

shown in Figure 15(b). It can be seen that the signal in stable state only has the tooth passing 502 

frequency and its harmonics, and the dominant frequencies 915 Hz, 508.4 Hz are 9, 5 multiplication 503 

of the tool passing frequency, respectively. A comparison of the measured and simulated 504 

displacements is shown in Figure 16, where a good agreement of the main waveforms is evident but 505 

there is a space for a better correlation. Specifically, higher harmonics in time histories obtained from 506 

simulation and experiment results differ, which may be attributed to identification errors of cutting 507 

force coefficients and modal parameters. 508 

The FFT spectra of measured displacement in points A (6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B (6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), 509 

C (6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D (6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) are shown in Figure 17. Since the frequencies are 510 

multiples of the tooth passing frequency, these points are all stable. 511 
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 512 

Figure 15. Measured acceleration for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) time histories of the acceleration and the 513 

corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label); (b) FFT spectrum of the acceleration signal and the 514 

frequencies are integral multiplication of the tooth passing frequency. These results show that the trimming process 515 

under this cutting parameters is stable. 516 

 517 

Figure 16. Experimental and simulated workpiece displacement time histories for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm. 518 

A good agreement is clearly visible for the fundamental waveform with some discrepancies for the higher 519 

harmonics. Possible reasons for the difference are potential errors in identification of cutting force coefficients and 520 

modal parameters. 521 

915Hz508.4Hz

(a) (b)
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 522 

Figure 17. FFT spectra of the measured displacements at different stable points A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 523 

3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) in logarithmic scale. These frequencies are multiples of the 524 

tooth frequency, indicating that these points are stable. 525 

Taking the cutting parameters 4100 rpm and 3.5ea  mm, which is unstable in the 526 

simulation, the FFT spectrum of the measured displacement shown in Figure 18(a) indicates that the 527 

fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz is a half of the tooth passing frequency 68.33 Hz. The dominant 528 

frequencies 205 Hz is 3 multiple of the tool passing frequency, and the frequencies 102.5 Hz and 529 

239.2 Hz are 3 and 7 multiplication, respectively, of the fundamental frequency. The FFT spectrum 530 

of the measured acceleration is demonstrated in Figure 18(b), where the dominant frequencies 273.3 531 

Hz is 4 multiplication of the tool passing frequency. The frequencies 102.5 Hz, 307.5 Hz and 512.5 532 

Hz are 3, 9 and 15 multiples, respectively, of the fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz. Due to half of the 533 

tooth passing frequency has been discovered in these experimental results, period-2 bifurcation is 534 

verified. 535 

The FFT spectra of the measured displacements of points E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 536 

mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm) are shown in Figure 19. When 4200 rpm, the fundamental 537 

frequency 35 Hz is a half of the tooth passing frequency 70 Hz, other frequencies are multiplication 538 

of 35 Hz. 539 
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 540 

Figure 18. Spectra of workpiece displacement (a) and acceleration (b) for 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm. The 541 

fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz is half of the tooth passing frequency 68.33 Hz and other frequency (such as 102.5 542 

Hz, 239.2 Hz, 307.5 Hz, 512.5 Hz, 580.8 Hz) are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz. 543 
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 544 

Figure 19. FFT spectra of the measured displacements at different period-2 bifurcation points E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), 545 

F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm) in logarithmic scale. The fundamental frequency is a half of the tooth 546 

passing frequency. 547 

5 Conclusions 548 

This study presents a development of the mathematical model of trimming a thin-walled cantilever 549 

workpiece by considering the effect of workpiece vibration along the tool-axis on time delay and 550 

instantaneous rotation angle when the helix angle cutters are used. A novel dynamic model 551 

accurately describing the dynamics of thin-walled workpiece trimming process is established, where 552 

the relay relationship of state-dependent time delay, uncut chip thickness (cutting forces) and 553 

dynamic response is clearly figured out. To solve the strongly nonlinear dynamic problem, an 554 

iterative method for calculation of the state-dependent time delay and a time-domain numerical 555 

algorithm with an improved stability metrics for the prediction of trimming stability are presented. 556 
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Simulation results comparing with those of the traditional model show the efficiency of the proposed 557 

model. Moreover, the mechanism of period-n instability phenomenon observed in trimming process 558 

is fully explained. Both of the simulation and experiment results verified that two states, i.e., period-559 

n instabilities with time-varying time delay and stability states with constant time delay, exist in the 560 

thin-walled workpiece trimming process. 561 

Our investigations reveal how the large amplitude vibration of workpiece affects the time delay and 562 

stability in the trimming process. The new findings of this study can enhance our understanding of 563 

the thin-walled workpiece trimming process. It is expected to help the research community and 564 

industry in programming of parameters and even in development of new equipment, such as 565 

trimming robot, to improve productivity. For future work, the following questions about thin-walled 566 

workpiece trimming may be further explored: high order period-n phenomenon in trimming process 567 

by considering the tool runout when multi-tooth milling tool is used; optimization the helix angle of 568 

the tool and feed rate, as these factors have a relatively large effect on workpiece vibration amplitude. 569 
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Appendixes 587 

A. Algorithm for calculating time delay 588 

Time delay  t  is calculated by an iterative search method and the detailed procedure is shown in 589 

Table A1. The input parameters include tooth period T , time node t , time increment t , 590 

displacement  wz t , time delay of previous time node ( )t t   , tool geometric parameters   D  N , 591 

and error threshold  . And the output parameter is Time delay  . The iterative error 
error  and its 592 

derivative 
errord d   is used to judge the iterative direction. Due to the strong nonlinearity of the 593 

model, the solution result of the time delay may have multiple solutions. For this, we adopt multiple 594 

initial values 
0  for iterative search, and then compare the obtained results  t  with ( )t t   . 595 

According to the continuity of the physical process, we select the value closest to ( )t t    as the 596 

final value. For the selection of the initial value 
0 , we first set the change range of time delay to be 597 

±20% of the tooth period T  ( 0.8 1.2T T ), then divide this range into five equal parts, and select the 598 

middle four values as the initial values. 599 

Table A1. Algorithm for calculating time delay 600 

Input: tooth period T ; time node t ; time increment t ; displacement  wz t ; time delay of previous time 

node ( )t t   ; tool geometric parameters   D  N ; error threshold  , initial values 0 . 

Output: Time delay  

Step I: 

(0) Set     
tan

error w w

TN
T z t z t

D
  



 
     

 
,     

tan
1error

w w

d TN
z t z t t

d D t


 

 


      


; 

(1) If first tooth period, let t  , exit and output  ; Else let 
0  ; 

(2) If 0t   , let t  ; Elseif 0  , let t   ; 

(3) Calculate 
error  and errord

d




, let 

0error error  ; If 0error
error

d

d





 , let flag = 1; Else let flag = -1; 

(4) If | |error   or 0 0error error   , exit and output  ; 

(5) If flag = = -1, let t   ; Elseif flag = = 1, let t   ; 

(6) If 0t   , let t  ; Elseif 0  , let t   ; 

(7) let 0error error   and Calculate error , and go to Step:4. 

Step II: 

(0) Set ( )t t      ; 

(1) Calculate   for each iterative search result   with different initial values 0 ; 

(2) Select time delay   corresponding to the minimum  . 
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B. Flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe diagrams 601 

The flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe diagram is shown in Figure A1. 602 

The input parameters include tool parameters ( D ,  , N ), system modal parameters ( M , C , K ), 603 

cutting force coefficients ( tK , teK , rK , reK , aK , aeK ) and cutting conditions ( , tf , ea , 0h , up or 604 

down milling). And the output of the algorithm is a stability lobe diagram with different bifurcation 605 

types. The procedure of the algorithm is described as follows: 606 

For current given spindle speed and width of cut, time delay, the cutting forces and vibration 607 

displacements are calculated by Eq. (9), Eq. (3) and Eq. (1), respectively, in simulation time duration 608 

endt . Then, the stability metrics 
nM  is calculated by Eq. (12) and the stability of the milling process 609 

behaviors mapped as stable, period-n bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation. This process needs to be 610 

carried out for every spindle speed and width of cut. At the end, the stability lobe diagram is 611 

constructed. 612 
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 613 

Figure A1. Flow chart of the numerical algorithm to construct the stability lobe diagram. The input parameters 614 

include tool parameters, system modal parameters, cutting force coefficients and cutting conditions. And the output 615 

result is a stability lobe diagram with different bifurcation types. For given spindle speed and width of cut, we 616 

calculate time delay, cutting forces and vibration displacements by Eq. (9), Eq. (3) and Eq. (1), respectively, in the 617 

Input:

    Tool parameters

    System modal parameters

    Cutting force coefficients

    Cutting conditions

For spindle speed: Ω=Ω+ΔΩ 

For radial width: ae=ae+Δae

For simulation time: t=t+Δt

Calculate time delay by Eq. (9)

Calculate force by Eq. (3)

Calculate displacement by Eq. (1)

t >= tend ?

Calculate the stability metric Mn by Eq. (12)

All radial width finished?

All spindle speed finished?
No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Output: Stability lobe diaram with          

different bifurcation types

Subharmonic sampling strategy to 

construct the stability lobe:

if M1 <= 1μm

     stable

elseif M2 <= 1μm

     period-2

elseif M3 <= 1μm

      period-3

elseif M4 <= 1μm

      period-4

else

      secondary Hopf or high order period-n

end

Analyze the milling process behaviors by 

subharmonic sampling strategy
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set simulation time duration endt . Then, the stability metrics nM  can be calculated by Eq. (12), and the milling 618 

process behaviors can be analyzed by subharmonic sampling strategy. 619 

 620 

C. Simulation parameters of stability lobe diagram (Figure 13(b)) and corresponding 621 

simulated vibration displacement time histories for P1 to P4 622 

The simulation parameters of the stability lobe diagram shown in Figure 13(b) are assigned as 623 

follows: A single tooth ( 1N  ) tool with diameter 8D   mm, helix angle 45   is used. The thickness 624 

of the plate is 2 mm which is equal to the cutting depth. The modal parameters of the tool and 625 

workpiece are listed in Table A2 and the cutting coefficients parameters are listed in Table A3. Up 626 

milling with feed per tooth 0.03tf   mm. The range of spindle speed is 4000 to 7500 rpm with the 627 

step of 100 rpm and radial width is 1.0 to 5.0 mm with the step of 0.1mm. 628 

Table A2. Modal parameters of the milling system. 629 

Mode Frequency (Hz) Mass (kg) Damping ratio (%) Stiffness (N/m) 

Workpiece (Z) 243.12 0.0084 0.8720 1.9707×104 

Tool (X) 768.90 0.6859 0.6823 1.6009×107 

Tool (Y) 775.33 0.6526 0.9137 1.5576×107 

Table A3. Cutting coefficients parameters. 630 

tK (MPa) rK (MPa) aK (MPa) teK (N/mm) reK (N/mm) aeK (N/mm) 

1128 395 195 26.3 39.1 4.3 

The simulated displacement time histories of four typical points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 (5900 631 

rpm, 1.5 mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm) of Figure 13(b) are shown in Figure 632 

A2 to Figure A5, respectively. P1, P2 and P3 are chatter points in 3 DOF, but stable points in 2 DOF, 633 

P4 is a stable point in 3 DOF, but chatter point in 2 DOF. 634 
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 635 

Figure A2. Simulated displacement time histories for P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 636 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 637 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 638 

Figure A3. Simulated displacement time histories for P2 (5900 rpm, 1.5 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 639 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 640 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 641 

Figure A4. Simulated displacement time histories for P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 642 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 643 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 644 

Figure A5. Simulated displacement time histories for P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm), which is a chatter point in 2 DOF, but 645 

stable point in 3 DOF. 646 

  

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Effect of state-dependent time delay on dynamics of trimming of thin-1 

walled structures 2 
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Abstract: Trimming of cantilever thin-walled structures is commonly seen in aerospace industry, 9 

including trimming of blades. Trimming with helix angle tools can cause the vibration of the thin-10 

walled workpiece along the tool-axis, which may disturb the time delay between cutting by the 11 

current and previous teeth. The time delay dependent on the vibration state makes the stability 12 

analysis of trimming process challenging. This paper is the first attempt to uncover the effect of 13 

state-dependent time delay of the trimming process caused by workpiece vibration on chatter 14 

stability. Modeling of the cutter-workpiece interactions, state-dependent time delay and the dynamic 15 

chip generation mechanism are presented. A time-domain numerical algorithm with an improved 16 

stability metrics is constructed to analyze the trimming stability behaviors. We found that the two 17 

dominant states can occur, namely, period-n instabilities with time-varying time delay and stability 18 

with constant time delay. A focused experimental study was carried out to calibrate this new finding. 19 

This study reveals the way the workpiece vibration affects the time delay and stability in the 20 

trimming process. 21 

Keywords: milling, thin-walled workpiece, trimming, state-dependent time delay, dynamic stability, 22 

bifurcations. 23 

1 Introduction 24 

Trimming of cantilever shape thin-walled workpieces is an important machining operation in 25 

aerospace, which has attracted a lot of attention in the recent years, e.g. [1-3]. Trimming is a special 26 

kind of milling operation, where a workpiece is clamped at one end forming a cantilever which edge 27 

is being milled. Traditional milling of thin-walled structures make walls thinner, while trimming 28 
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make them shorter. Due to large flexibility of thin-walled structures, machining vibration in 29 

trimming processes is the key issue affecting machining efficiency and surface finish quality. In 30 

typical trimming operations of cantilever shaped thin-walled workpieces, generated vibration are 31 

large, which affect nominal cutter-workpiece engagements and they cannot be neglected like in other 32 

more traditional milling operations. Before embarking on modeling and analysis of trimming 33 

processes, related studies are critically reviewed in this section. 34 

Chatter caused by regenerative effects may result in violent vibration, poor surface finish, lower tool 35 

life, and other negative effects. Therefore, it is of a great significance to avoid chatter for achieving 36 

high machining quality [4-9]. Constructing stability lobe diagrams is a low-cost way to acquire 37 

optimal machining parameters, where the frequency domain analytical methods [10, 11], time-38 

domain semi-analytical methods [12-17] and time-domain numerical simulation methods [18-24] are 39 

popular methods. For strongly nonlinear coupling models which cannot be linearized, the time 40 

domain simulation method is often the only choice, but its high computational cost is prohibitive. 41 

An accurate dynamic model is the key step for the chatter stability analysis. Classical dynamic 42 

models [25-30] consider geometric and kinematic relationships between the tool and the workpiece 43 

when describing cutter-workpiece engagement conditions, including start and exit immersion angles, 44 

instantaneous rotation angle of cutting element and instantaneous uncut chip thickness. For complex 45 

cases with tool runout and irregular geometry tool, although the cutter-workpiece engagement 46 

conditions are different for each tooth, cutter-workpiece engagement formulations in these models 47 

are still state-independent, which can be calculated without knowing the system vibration state. For 48 

example, Yusoff et al. [31] analyzed variable helix angle tool and introduced an optimisation 49 

algorithm to design variable helix angles to suppress chatter. Dombovari et al. [32] summarized 50 

cutting performance of non-uniform and harmonically varied helix cutters in case of high and low 51 

cutting speed conditions. Based on tooth trochoid motion, Zhang et al. [33] analyzed the milling 52 

stability by taking cutter runout into account. Niu et al. [34] obtained expressions of cutter-53 

workpiece engagement of variable pitch and variable helix tools by taking tool runout into account. 54 

Zhan et al. [35] presented the dynamic model of five-axis ball-end tool with variable pitches. 55 

Recently, the dynamic stability of the serrated milling tool was analyzed by Farahani et al. [36] and 56 

Bari et al. [37]. The geometry of crest cut tool was modeled by Tehranizadeh et al. [38] and five-axis 57 

bull-nose end milling was modeled by Tang et al. [39]. 58 

For thin-walled workpiece milling, due to high flexibility and relatively small cutting parameters, the 59 

workpiece vibration amplitude is comparable to the nominal chip thickness. Therefore, the effect of 60 

cutting system vibration should be taken into account in side milling of thin-walled workpieces. 61 

Campomanes et al. [23] established a time-domain model to simulate dynamic milling at a very 62 

small radial cutting width. In their model, the exact trochoidal motion of the cutter was described by 63 
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discretized cutter-workpiece kinematics and dynamics expressions, and the effects of changing radial 64 

cutting width caused by forced vibrations on chatter stability were investigated. Li et al. [40] 65 

analyzed the surface form errors caused by vibration of both flexible tool and workpiece in five-axis 66 

flank milling of thin-walled parts, where the time-varying stiffness of workpiece caused by material 67 

removal was also taken into account. Sun et al. [41] analyzed the effects of force-induced 68 

deformation calculated by the static stiffness on cutter-workpiece engagement. They found that the 69 

actual cutting width and cutting immersion angles deviate from the nominal values a lot and 70 

consequently the stability limits are changed. Totis et al. [42] developed a new model which 71 

considered the coupling relationship between cutting vibrations and cutter-workpiece engagement 72 

when the amplitude of steady-state vibrations is comparable to the instantaneous uncut chip 73 

thickness, but the linearization method was used to obtain the instantaneous uncut chip thickness 74 

rather than establishing the true coupling relationship formulae. Recently, Niu el al. [43] obtained the 75 

implicit cutter-workpiece engagement formulae by analyzing the teeth trajectories which are 76 

composed of cutting vibration, tool rotation and feed movement. In these literatures, the focuses are 77 

on the influence of cutting vibration along the tool radial direction on cutter-workpiece engagement. 78 

However, in trimming process of thin-walled parts, the engagement of cutter-workpiece is affected 79 

by the workpiece vibration along the tool axis. Therefore, not only the time delay but also the 80 

instantaneous rotation angle become state-dependent. This problem is yet to be investigated. 81 

In addition to cutter-workpiece engagement, time delay in milling process plays a crucial role in 82 

dynamical stability, many studies have been conducted on variable time delay dynamic models. Song 83 

et al. [44] proposed an approach to design variable pitch tools with high milling stability based on a 84 

generalized expression of tooth engagement factor. Sellmeier and Denkena [45] observed the stable 85 

islands in the stability charts of unequally pitched end mills. Wan et al. [46] analyzed the 86 

characteristics of multiple delays in milling process by considering the effects of variable tooth pitch 87 

angle and tool runout. Comak and Budak [47] proposed an accurate design method for optimal 88 

selection of pitch angles to maximize chatter free material removal rate of variable pitch tools. 89 

Hayasaka et al. [48] presented a generalized design method for selection of highly-varied-helix end 90 

mills to suppress the regenerative chatter. Otto et al. [49] studied mechanical vibration in milling 91 

with non-uniform pitch and variable helix tools considering different factors (e.g., the nonlinear 92 

cutting force behaviour, the effect of runout et al.). Recently, Jiang et al. [50] analyzed the variable-93 

pitch/helix milling process considering axially varying dynamics by taking cutter runout offset and 94 

tilt into account. These studies were conducted based on changing tool geometric parameters, time 95 

delay is generally proportional to the flute angles of milling tools and keeps discrete constant under a 96 

fixed spindle speed. For variable spindle speed milling, triangle-wave [51], sine-wave [52, 53], 97 

random [54, 55], and saw-tooth [56] are used to modulate spindle speed. Seguy et al. [51] analyzed 98 

the effect of spindle speed variation in the high spindle speeds domain and found that a variable 99 
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spindle speed can effectively suppress period-doubling bifurcations and have no effect on Hopf 100 

bifurcations. Sastry et al. [52] analyzed the stability of the variable speed face milling based on the 101 

Floquent theory, and the milling chatter was effectively suppressed at low spindle speeds. Different 102 

methods, such as frequency-domain and time-domain discretization, were used to analyze the effect 103 

of variable speed on milling stability [55-57]. Wang et al. [58] adopted a multi-harmonic spindle 104 

speed variation to suppress milling chatter and the genetic algorithm is used to select optimal 105 

parameters. Although time delay is variable in the above models, it is regarded as a state-independent 106 

parameter. Even for trochoid tool path [59, 60] or the turn-milling operations [61], time delay is 107 

periodic time-varying, but not related to the system state. Few studies have been covered on state-108 

dependent dynamic models. For example, Insperger et al. [62] modeled the state-dependent 109 

regenerative time delay in two degrees of freedom milling process. Latter, Bachrathy et al. [63] 110 

further proposed a comprehensive model which considers the effect of self-excited vibration of the 111 

milling tool and trochoidal path of the cutting edges on time delay, and they used a shooting method 112 

to analyze the nonlinear dynamic equations. Recently, Niu et al. [43] used numerical algorithms to 113 

analyze the stability and surface location error of milling thin-walled workpieces considering effects 114 

of cutting vibration, feed movement, tool rotation and tool runout on time delay. 115 

Due to vibration induced time delay, dynamics of trimming is very different from dynamics of 116 

traditional milling processes. Time delay becomes state-dependent and is related to the workpiece 117 

vibration directly. In addition, the existing literature on trimming thin-walled workpiece mainly 118 

focuses on reducing the workpiece vibration amplitude. For example, Liu et al. [2] optimized the tool 119 

inclination angle based on an analytical 3D forces model to decrease the machined surface roughness 120 

and the vibration amplification in the side tilt milling of edges of thin-walled workpieces. They 121 

experimentally investigated the influence of tool helix angle and tilt angle on surface quality on the 122 

workpiece in trimming process [3]. Wan et al. [1] suppressed the vibration in trimming process of the 123 

plate-like workpiece by additional dynamic vibration absorbers (DVA) and they also optimized the 124 

location of DVA on the workpiece. 125 

Simultaneous effects of state-dependent and time delays caused by workpiece vibration have not 126 

been yet comprehensively modelled and analyzed, which is the main aim of this work. Specifically, 127 

we develop here a novel dynamic model of trimming thin-walled cantilever plates by considering the 128 

effect of workpiece vibration along the tool axis on time delay and instantaneous rotation angle. 129 

Mechanisms explaining tool-workpiece interactions, state-dependent time delay and the dynamic 130 

chip generation will be discussed. Trimming stability will be investigated by computing and 131 

comparing stability lobe diagrams for mathematical models having various degree of complexity and 132 

fidelity including the developed here time-domain numerical algorithm with an improved stability 133 

metrics. 134 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, a novel mathematical model to 135 

describe dynamics of thin-walled workpiece trimming is developed. Then in Section 3, the effects of 136 

state-dependent instantaneous rotation angle and time delay on trimming stability are modelled, 137 

where time delay is calculated by an iterative method and the time-domain numerical algorithm with 138 

improved stability metrics is proposed to analyze the trimming stability behaviors. In Section 4, 139 

simulation results and experimental validations are presented. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in 140 

Section 5. 141 

2 State-dependent dynamic model of trimming 142 

Trimming with helix angle tools can cause vibration of the thin-walled workpiece along the tool-axis, 143 

which may disturb the time delay between cutting by the current and previous teeth. In this section, 144 

we aim to construct the state-dependent dynamic model of trimming of thin-walled structures for 145 

further investigations of the effect of state-dependent time delay. First, the dynamic interactions 146 

between the tool and the workpiece are analyzed. Then, the expressions of state-dependent 147 

parameters such as instantaneous rotation angle, chip thickness and time delay are obtained. Last, the 148 

stability prediction method with an improved metrics in time-domain is proposed to investigate 149 

stability lobes. 150 

A typical example of trimming is a compressor blade top cutting as shown in Figure 1 together with 151 

its physical model. For convenience of analysis, the structure is simplified to a cantilever thin-walled 152 

plate, which is depicted in Figure 1(b). To mathematically describe the process, a Cartesian 153 

coordinate system is used where X-axis and Z-axis are in the directions of feed and tool-axis, 154 

respectively, and Y-axis satisfies the right-hand rule. Four simplifying assumptions are adopted in the 155 

modelling: 156 

(i) Only dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions and the workpiece in Z-direction are considered 157 

as other directions are significantly stiffer. 158 

(ii) Interactions during the cutting process are strongly nonlinear especially when the tool makes 159 

intermittent contacts with the workpiece. In this study we assume that the tool does not loose contact 160 

with the workpiece. 161 

(iii) Effects of material removal on modal parameters are neglected hence the modal parameters of 162 

the dynamic system are assumed to be constant during cutting. 163 

(iv) In trimming the width of cut is constant. 164 
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 165 

Figure 1. Dynamic interactions between the tool and the workpiece in trimming of thin-walled structures; (a) a 166 

typical example of trimming a compressor blade; (b) kinematics of the process; (c) cutting forces generated during 167 

the process; (d) physical model of the process where the tool and the workpiece supported three Kelvin-Voight 168 

pairs in X, Y and Z directions. To analyze the cutting forces of the tool, the workpiece is discretized into AN  number 169 

of slices along the Z-direction and the i-th element of the workpiece is depicted by shaded area. The direction of the 170 

cutting forces on the tool, i.e. tangential tF , radial rF  and axial aF , components ( i , j ) are shown, where ( i , j ) 171 

represents the contact parts of the j-th tooth and the i-th element of the workpiece. One state of the workpiece 172 

vibration along the Z-direction is described by dashed lines. 173 

The dynamic interactions occurring during the process can be derived from the Newton’s second law, 174 

which in the fully nonlinear case can be represented in the matrix form using the generalized co-175 

ordinates q  as 176 

        ,  M q q C q q K Fq q q q ,  (1) 177 

which after applying the simplifying assumptions (i) – (iv) can be reduced to its linearized matrix 178 

form given below: 179 

  ,  Mq Cq Kq q qF .  (2) 180 

Assuming that the nonlinear force,  ,F q q , for the steady state milling is a periodic function of 181 

time,    rt t T F F , is governed by the rotation speed of the tool with period rT , the dynamics of 182 
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the trimming process can be described in the familiar form for the manufacturing community by Eq. 183 

(3)  184 

        t tt t  Mq Cq Kq F ,  (3) 185 

where ( )cx cy wzdiag m m mM , ( )cx cy wzdiag c c cC  and  cx cy wzdiag k k kK are modal 186 

mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, where the subscript c  and w  represent tool and 187 

workpiece, respectively.      [ ( )]T

c c wt x t y t z tq ,      [ ( )]T

c c wt x t y t z tq  and 188 

   0 0( ) ( ) ( ) / 2
T

c c w ht x t y t z t z  q  are the relative acceleration, velocity and displacement 189 

vectors between the tool and the workpiece at the time t , and (0) 0cx  , (0) 0cy  , 0 0(0) / 2wz z h  , 190 

where 0z  is the distance between the workpiece bottom and the tool bottom at the initial time and 0h  191 

is the thickness of the workpiece.        [ ]x y

T

zt F tF t Ft F  is the force vector at the time t , 192 

 xF t ,  yF t  and  zF t  are the cutting forces acting on the tool. Eq. (3) is nonlinear due to the cutting 193 

force and will be modeled in detail later on. 194 

According to [64, 65], the milling process with helical angle cutters can be modeled as the 195 

simultaneous processes of cutting with a number of single-point cuts. In Figure 1(c), the workpiece is 196 

discretized into AN  number of slices along the Z-axis. Each slice are treated as single point oblique 197 

cutting which has an inclination angle of   (helix angle of the tool). The tangential force  , ,tF t i j , 198 

radial force  , ,rF t i j  and axial force  , ,aF t i j  on cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at time t  are 199 

calculated as follow: 200 
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,  (4) 201 

where 0 / ANa h   is the cutting depth of each slice; AN  denotes the number of axial discretization 202 

slices of the contact parts ( 1, ,
A

Ni  ) and N  denotes the number of teeth ( 1, , Nj  );  , ,h t i j  is 203 

the chip thickness of cutting element ( i , j ) at time t ; and tK , teK , rK , reK , aK , aeK  are the cutting 204 

force coefficients and edge force coefficients of tangential, radial and axial, respectively. 205 

As shown in Figure 1(d), the milling resultant force in the X, Y, and Z-directions at time t  can be 206 

expressed from the tangential, radial, and axial elemental forces and is shown as follow: 207 
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,  (7) 210 

where the  , ,t i jg   is a switch function to determine whether the infinitesimal cutting flute is 211 

involved in cutting or not. , ,t i j  is the instantaneous rotation angle of the cutting element ( i , j ) at 212 

time t . The start angle and the exit angle are st , ex  respectively. ea  is width of cut, and D  is the 213 

diameter of the tool. 214 

3 Instantaneous rotation angle, chip thickness and time delay 215 

Due to the large overhang of the workpiece, the stiffness of the workpiece is very low (refer to Table 216 

1). Compared with the common vibration magnitude ranging from a few micrometers to tens of 217 

micrometers, the vibration amplitude of the workpiece in such trimming process could reach several 218 

millimeters, which is comparable to the workpiece thickness. In such case, the effect of workpiece 219 

vibration on the cutter-workpiece engagement needs to be taken into consideration. 220 

In Figure 2(a), the motion track of the workpiece along the Z-direction at different times is illustrated 221 

where the positions of the workpiece at time 0t , 1t  and 2t  are also depicted. The location of the 222 

workpiece along the Z-direction is changing over time so that the cutter-workpiece engagement area 223 

becomes state-dependent. For a milling tool with N  number of tooth rotating at spindle speed  rpm 224 

(revolution per minute), the instantaneous rotation angle of cutting element ( i , j ) at time t  can be 225 

expressed as follow: 226 
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 228 

Figure 2. State-dependent instantaneous rotation angle 
, ,t i j  and time delay  t ; (a) The tool circumference is 229 

expanded where a schematic diagram showing the vibration track of the workpiece along the Z-direction and the 230 

positions of the workpiece at three different times is presented. Due to the workpiece vibration, the contact parts of 231 

workpiece and tool along the Z-direction is time-varying. (b) Set point A as the cutting element ( i , 1j  ), due to the 232 

workpiece vibration, the corresponding cutting element ( i , j ) may be point B, C or D. Thus, the time interval 233 

between the current and previous teeth is changed, which means time delay is state-dependent and time-varying. 234 

The instantaneous uncut chip thickness at the time t  consists of two parts, i.e., the static part 235 

contributed by the feed motion and the dynamic part by the vibration of the tool, respectively. The 236 

variable uncut chip thickness can be expressed as follow: 237 

          
    

    
, , , , , ,= sin + sin c, , ost i j t i j t i j

c c
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x t x t t

f t
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,  (9) 238 

where f  is the feed rate,  t  is the time delay between the current and previous teeth at time t ; 239 

  cx t t ,   cy t t  are the tool vibrations in X, Y-directions at time  t t , respectively. 240 

Although the expression of the chip thickness  , ,h t i j  has been obtained from Eq. (9), the time 241 

delay  t  remains undetermined. In Figure 2(b), set point A as the cutting element ( i , 1j  ), if the 242 

vibration of the workpiece in Z-direction is neglected, the cutting element ( i , j ) is C, and the time 243 

delay is equal to tooth period T . However, when the workpiece vibration in Z-direction is considered, 244 

the cutting element ( i , j ) may be B, C or D, and the time interval between the current and previous 245 

teeth is changed. Thus, the time delay  t  may decrease, increase or remain unchanged. The state-246 

dependent time delay can be modeled by Eq. (10) as shown below: 247 
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,  (10) 248 

where  wz t  is the regenerative vibration of the workpiece,  t  is the rotation angle variation 249 

between previous and current teeth caused by the workpiece vibration. According to Eq. (10), the 250 

time delay  t  can be rewritten as follow: 251 

        
2

2

tan
w w
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t T z t z t t
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    .  (11) 252 

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (9), the expression of chip thickness  , ,h t i j  can be rewritten as 253 

follow: 254 
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,  (12) 255 

where tf  is the nominal feed per tooth, 
'

tf  is the actual feed per tooth. From Eq. (11), we can 256 

conclude that time delay depends not only on process parameters and tool geometry, but also on the 257 

vibration state. Moreover, time delay in trimming model is related to the regenerate effect of the 258 

workpiece vibration. The expression of the time delay, Eq. (11), is implicit so that we propose to 259 

calculate it by an iterative method. And from Eq. (12), due to the effect of time-varying time delay, 260 

the actual feed per tooth is not equal to the nominal feed per tooth tf , and it is also changing due to 261 

the regenerate effect of the workpiece vibration. 262 

To compute complex and interwoven nonlinear relationships between chip thicknesses and generated 263 

cutting forces, dynamical responses and time delay need to be evaluated in the sequence shown in 264 

Figure 3. This demonstrates that time delay is state-dependent, and can also affect the dynamic 265 

response. 266 
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 267 

Figure 3. Sequential relationships between time delay, dynamic response and chip thickness. Dynamic response 
wz  268 

affects time delay   as described in Eq. (11), time delay affects uncut chip thickness h  captured by Eq. (9) and 269 

uncut chip thickness affects dynamic response by Eqs (3-5). 270 

The dynamic model of trimming process has a strong nonlinearity hence no suitable linearization 271 

method is readily available to analyze its stability efficiently, so that the time-domain numerical 272 

simulation method is adopted. The time-domain simulation process is based on the scheme proposed 273 

in [19]. For a given spindle speed and width of cut, the simulation time duration endt  is equal to the 274 

time 120 revolutions. Time increment t  is calculated from Eq. (13) to ensure that the tooth period 275 

is divided into integer interval. 276 

  0/ ceil /t T T t   ,  (13) 277 

where ‘ceil   ’ is the function that takes as input a real number   and gives as output the nearest 278 

integer greater than or equal to  , and 6

0 1 10t    s. 279 

Time delay  t  is calculated by an iterative search method and the procedure is explained in 280 

Appendix A. The milling forces are calculated by Eq. (5) and the dynamic displacements of the tool 281 

in X and Y-directions and the workpiece in Z-direction can be obtained by using the explicit Euler 282 

method by integrating the Eq (3). Subharmonic sampling strategy proposed by Schmitz et al. [20] 283 

combined with a new stability metrics Eq. (14) is used to detect different milling states, e.g., stability 284 

and milling bifurcation phenomenon. 285 
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,  (14) 286 

where snz  is the vector of wz  displacements sampled once every n  tooth period, and sN  is the 287 

length of the snz  vector. In order to avoid the effect of free vibration, we have truncated the output 288 

signals wz  to remove the first 67%. 289 

When compared with the conventional stiffness of the milling systems, the stiffness of the workpiece 290 

in this study is very low (refer to Table 1), hence the vibration amplitude of the workpiece in 291 

trimming process can reach 1~2 millimeters rather than a few micrometers or tens of micrometers. 292 

Time delay  

Dynamic response   
Chip thickness  
(Cutting force  )

Eq. (11) Eq. (9)

Eqs. (3-5)
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Therefore, the improved stability metrics is proposed, the order of magnitude of the vibration 293 

displacements wz  is changed by /10wsz z   before calculating nM , where   is a positive integer, 294 

and   is set to 2 in this study. The flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe 295 

diagram is shown in the Appendix B, where   and ea  are the interval value of spindle speed and 296 

width of cut, respectively. 297 

4 Numerical simulation and experimental validation 298 

The proposed state-dependent dynamic model of trimming and numerical algorithm with improved 299 

stability metrics will be validated with simulations and experiments in this section. The workpiece is 300 

made of Aluminum Alloy 7075 and as 100 mm × 60 mm × 2 mm thin-walled plate with 80 mm 301 

overhang. The stiffness is low in Z-direction while strong enough in X and Y-direction. To focus on 302 

the effect of state-dependent time delay and instantaneous rotation angle caused by workpiece 303 

vibration, a single tooth ( 1N  ) tool is adopted with diameter 8D  mm, helix angle 45   304 

and overhang 20L  mm to ensure enough stiffness of the tool. The tool originally had two teeth 305 

but one of the teeth is removed by grinding wheel to avoid disturbances, e.g., tool runout. 306 

4.1 Identification of dynamic parameters 307 

The identification experiment of cutting force coefficients was carried out similar to that in Ref [66]. 308 

In order to avoid the effect of cutting vibration and bottom edge cutting on cutting force, the thin-309 

walled plate with 4 mm overhanging length was cut by side milling with 3.5 mm width of cut. The 310 

cutting forces were measured by a dynamometer with the sampling frequency was set to 20 kHz. The 311 

identified cutting coefficients parameters are =481aK  N/mm2 and =2.0aeK  N/mm. 312 

The experimental modal test was performed on the workpiece with impact hammer, accelerometer, 313 

and data acquisition system. Two different points on the workpiece are measured. The distance 314 

between the two points along the X-direction is 10mm and the connecting line between the two 315 

points is parallel to the X-direction. Modal parameters including modal mass, natural frequency, 316 

damping ratio and stiffness calculated by rational fraction polynomial fitting algorithm are shown in 317 

Table 1, and the measured and fitted FRFs are compared in Figure 4. It is seen that the modal curves 318 

of the two points are almost the same, which indicates that the modal parameters of the two positions 319 

are basically the same. The data of Measurement-1 is used to calculate the stability lobe diagram. As 320 

the stiffness along the X-direction of the thin-walled structure changes gradually, we used a narrow 321 

area of the workpiece to carry out the simulations and experiments so that the stiffness variation 322 

along the workpiece edge is small. This is confirmed by the modal data of Measurement-1 and of 323 

Measurement -2, which are almost the same as can be see in Figure 4 and Table 1. 324 

Table 1. Identified modal parameters of the experimental milling system. 325 
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Mode Order Frequency (Hz) Mass (kg) Damping ratio (%) Stiffness (N/m) 

Measurement-1 
1st 243.12 0.0084 0.8720 1.9707×104 

2nd 755.75 0.0138 0.2187 3.1093×105 

Measurement-2 1st 243.05 0.0086 1.0249 2.007×104 

2nd 755.79 0.0174 0.2445 3.9161×105 

 326 

Figure 4. FRF of the workpiece in Z-direction. The blue dash lines and red solid lines represent the measured and 327 

fitted results, respectively. Data of two different points on the workpiece is shown in (a) and (b). The distance 328 

between the two points along the X-direction is 10mm and the connecting line between the two points is parallel to 329 

the X-direction. The modal curves of the two points are almost the same, which indicates that the modal parameters 330 

of the two positions are basically the same. The experimental modal tests are conducted 3 times on each point and 331 

the set of data of measured frequency response have been averaged in ModalView software. 332 

4.2 Prediction of stability charts 333 

Since the dynamic response wz  depends on uncut chip thickness, uncut chip thickness depends on 334 

time delay and time delay depends on dynamic response, the dynamic model of trimming process 335 

exists complex nonlinear coupling relationships. In order to analyze the stability property of the 336 

trimming process, we set cutting conditions with up milling, 0.03tf  mm to draw the stability lobe 337 

diagram. The range of spindle speed is 3000 to 6300 rpm with the step of 100 rpm and radial width is 338 

1.0 to 5.0 mm with the step of 0.1 mm. Stability solution presented in the last part of Section 3 is 339 

used to predict stability and bifurcation types. First, the simulation time duration endt  is divided 340 

equally with time increment t . Then, time delay, cutting forces and vibration displacements are 341 

calculated by Eq. (11), Eq. (5) and Eq. (3) for each time step, respectively. The vibration 342 

displacement of the workpiece wz  is selected to calculate the stability metrics nM  by Eq. (14). Last, 343 

the subharmonic sampling strategy is used to analyze the dynamic behaviors of milling process. This 344 

(a) (b)
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procedure is carried out for every combination of spindle speed and width of cut within the given 345 

range, specifically from 3000 to 6300 rpm and from 1.0 to 5.0 mm. The computed stability lobe 346 

diagram is shown in Figure 5(a), where blank and blue areas indicate stable and chatter regions 347 

respectively. Hopf bifurcations are marked by red dot and period-2 bifurcations by blue circles. The 348 

peak-to-peak (PTP) diagram proposed by Smith and Tlusty [21] is also plotted in Figure 5(b). The 349 

boundaries of the two-lobe diagrams are roughly the same, which shows the validity of the improved 350 

stability metrics. 351 

 352 

Figure 5. Example results of dynamic stability for the trimming process; (a) stability lobe diagram plotted using 353 

time-domain numerical simulation with the improved stability metrics; (b) Peak-Po-Peak (PTP) diagram plotted 354 

using the cutting force in Z-direction.; In the panel (a), the blank area is the stable area and the blue area is the 355 

chatter area. Some unstable points such as Period-2 (blue circle ‘o’), period-3 (yellow plus sign ‘+’), period-4 356 

(black asterisk ‘*’), and secondary Hopf or high order period-n (red dot ‘.’) are marked with different symbols and 357 

colors. The stable boundaries of the two-lobe diagrams calculated by different methods are roughly the same, which 358 

shows the validity of the improved stability metrics. 359 

For stable trimming process (such as 6100 rpm, 3.0ea  mm), the workpiece vibration is periodic 360 

with tooth period (forced vibration only), the motion trajectories of the workpiece as well as the 361 

corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is plotted in Figure 6(a). Only a single 362 

group of points is observed in the Poincaré map for once per tooth sampling which is shown in 363 

Figure 6(b). Figure 6 indicates that the axial height difference of the workpiece vibration between 364 

current and previous teeth is zero so that time delay calculated by Eq. (11) converges to a constant 365 

value, which is seen in Figure 7. 366 

Instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  is a linear function of time if the workpiece vibration are 367 

neglected. However, in this study, the instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  depends on the vibration 368 

(a) (b)
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displacement of workpiece which is time-varying so that the instantaneous rotation angle changes 369 

nonlinearly. As the chip thickness and cutting force are closely related to the instantaneous rotation 370 

angle, these values are also changed at different time rather than phase shifts. In Figure 8, the 371 

instantaneous rotation angle , ,t i j  of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) and the Z-direction cutting 372 

force of the tool at different time are plotted. Comparing with the case that workpiece is rigid, the 373 

cutting force with considering the workpiece vibration changes at different time. The start and end 374 

time of the engagement between the cutter and the workpiece is different and 1t  is less than 2t  ( 1t  375 

and 2t  are the cutting time when the workpiece is regarded rigid and flexible, respectively.), which 376 

indicates that the state-dependent rotation angle , ,t i j  caused by the workpiece vibration changes 377 

the actual engagement time in each tooth period. 378 

 379 

Figure 6. Stable trimming behaviour obtained for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) time history of workpiece 380 

vibration displacement in Z-direction and pitch label displacement 1/rev; (b) phase portrait and Poincaré map (red 381 

point). 382 

 383 

Figure 7. Simulated time delay and tooth period for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm. For stable trimming, the time 384 

delay converges to the tooth period 0.009836T  s. 385 

(a) (b)

(0.7,0.009836)
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 386 

Figure 8. Comparison of the instantaneous rotation angle and cutting force between flexible and rigid workpieces 387 

with 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) the instantaneous rotation angle   of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) 388 

at different time. When workpiece vibration is considered,   changes nonlinearly, and the engagment time of tool-389 

workpiece is also shown by ‘cutting’; (b) the cutting force of the tool in Z-direction at different time. 
1t  and 

2t are 390 

the cutting duration when workpiece is regarded rigid or flexible, respectively, where 2t  is 25% longer than 1t . 391 

For the period-n bifurcation, the motion trajectories of the workpiece vibration repeat every n tooth 392 

periods, and the sampled points appear at n distinct locations in the Poincaré map. Taking period-2 393 

bifurcation trimming (such as 4100 rpm, 3.5ea  mm) as an example, the cutting force of the 394 

tool in Z-direction as well as the corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is 395 

plotted in Figure 9(a). The Poincaré map of the workpiece vibration displacement for once per tooth 396 

period sampling is shown in Figure 9(b), which indicates that period-2 bifurcation occurs. 397 

In order to analyze the characteristics of period-2 bifurcation in the proposed model, the state-398 

dependent time delay is shown in Figure 10, the instantaneous rotation angle and chip thickness of 399 

the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time are plotted in Figure 11. In period-2 bifurcation 400 

trimming, the time delay is time-varying and its maximum change is nearly 8% compared with the 401 

tooth period. The variation period of the time delay is consistent with the vibration period of the 402 

workpiece. Similarly to the stable trimming, the instantaneous rotation angle changes nonlinearly in 403 

period-2 bifurcation trimming, but its period has changed. Comparing the uncut chip thicknesses 404 

with (
2h ) and without (

1h ) considering the workpiece vibration, we find that the phase of 
1h  and 

2h  405 

is different, and the cutting thickness 
1h  does not change completely smoothly in one of the tooth 406 

periods. It is noted that the sharp change of 
2h  in Figure 11(b) is reasonable because of the sudden 407 

change of the time delay at the corresponding time node. 408 

(a) (b)

2 0.0035st 
1 0.0028st 
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 409 

Figure 9. Period-2 bifurcation with 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm; (a) the cutting force of tool in Z-direction and 410 

pitch label cutting force 1/rev; (b) phase portrait and Poincaré map (red point). 411 

 412 

Figure 10. Simulated time histories for time delay, tooth period and change rate with 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   413 

mm; (a) For period-2 bifurcation trimming, the time delay is time-varying, and the maximum and minimum values 414 

are 0.01578 s and 0.01356 s, respectively. The tooth period is 0.01463 s. (b) Use the equation    / 100T T    to 415 

calculate the change rate, and the maximum value is nearly 8%. 416 

(a) (b)

tooth period tooth period

tooth period tooth period

(a)

(b)
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 417 

Figure 11. Comparisons between state-dependent and independent dynamics for 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm; 418 

(a) the instantaneous rotation angle   of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time; (b) the instantaneous chip 419 

thickness of the cutting element ( 1i  , 1j  ) at different time. When the workpiece vibration is considered,   420 

changes nonlinearly, and the engagement duration of tool-workpiece is also shown by ‘cutting’. 
1h  is the static 421 

cutting thickness without considering the workpiece vibration, 
2h  is the dynamic cutting thickness. 422 

4.3 Discussion on engagement conditions and stability analysis 423 

As explained in Section 3.2, the actual cutting duration will be changed at stable trimming process 424 

when workpiece vibration is taken into account. In order to further investigate this phenomenon, we 425 

have analyzed the change rate trend of cutting duration at the same spindle speed and different width 426 

of cut or at different spindle speeds and the same width of cut. The results are shown in Figure 12(a) 427 

and (b). In Figure 12(a), for low spindle speeds (such as 3500 rpm, 4500 rpm), with the 428 

increase of width of cut, the change rate of cutting duration decreases. However, for high spindle 429 

speeds such as 6100 rpm, 6200 rpm, with the increase of width of cut, the change rate of 430 

cutting duration increases first and then decreases. In Figure 12(b), when width of cut ea  is set to 1.5 431 

mm, with the increase of spindle speed, the change rate of cutting duration also increases. And when 432 

the width of cut ea  is set to 2.0 or 2.5 mm, with the increase of spindle speed, the change rate of 433 

cutting duration only fluctuates slightly, which indicates that the change of spindle speed has little 434 

effect on cutting duration at these widths of cut. 435 

The same strategy is adopted to analyze the variation trend of the change rate of time delay at period-436 

2 bifurcation trimming process and the results are shown in Figure 12(c) and (d). In Figure 12(c), 437 

with the increase of width of cut, the maximum change rate of time delay also increases for spindle 438 

speeds 4100 rpm and 5900 rpm. However, for the spindle speeds, 4200 rpm and 439 

5800 rpm, the maximum change rate of time delay remains basically unchanged with the 440 

increase of width of cut. These four curves are far apart from each other along the vertical axis, 441 

which shows that the spindle speed has a relatively big effect on the maximum change of time delay. 442 

In Figure 12(d), when the width of cut ea  is set to 1.7, 2.1 or 2.5 mm, with the increase of spindle 443 

speed, the maximum change rate of time delay also increases. These three curves are relatively steep, 444 

(a) (b)
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which also shows that the spindle speed has a relatively big effect on the maximum change of time 445 

delay. Since these three curves are almost close to each other along the vertical axis excepting the 446 

cutting parameter ( 5500 rpm, 1.7ea  mm), it shows that the width of cut has little effect on the 447 

maximum change of time delay within the spindle speed range of 5500 to 5900 rpm. 448 

 449 

Figure 12. Change rate of cutting time and time delay under different cutting parameters. 
1t  and 

2t  are the cutting 450 

time when the workpiece is regarded as rigid and flexible respectively.   and T  are the time delay and tooth 451 

period respectively. (a) The change rate of cutting time at the same spindle speed and different width of cut. (b) The 452 

change rate of cutting time at the same width of cut and different spindle speed. (c) The maximum change rate of 453 

time delay at the same spindle speed and different width of cut. (d) The maximum change rate of time delay at the 454 

same width of cut and different spindle speed. 455 

As has been explained at the beginning of Section 4, to focus more on the effect of state-dependent 456 

and time-varying time delays caused by workpiece vibration, the stiffness of the tool in our 457 

experiment is designed to be very high. This effectively changes the problem from 3 DOF (three 458 

degrees-of-freedom) to 1 DOF (one degree-of-freedom), where only flexibility of the workpiece is in 459 

the Z-direction. In another words, when state-dependent and time-varying time delays are not 460 

considered, vibration in Z-direction can be neglected as the system stiffness becomes high resulting 461 

that all the cutting parameters in the stability lobe diagram are stable. 462 

Let us examine now the stability lobe diagram corresponding to the following set of cutting 463 

parameter represented by points  A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), 464 

D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm), as shown 465 

in Figure 13(a). And the related experimental results are presented in Section 4.4. 466 

(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)
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In order to assess a difference between the stability lobe diagrams calculated with the classic 467 

approach without considering the state dependent time delay, we superimposed these two lobe 468 

diagrams, which is shown in Figure 13(b). The red curve represents the classic lobe diagram with 2 469 

DOF (two degrees-of-freedom), where the dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions are considered. 470 

The black curve marks the stability borders for our approach having 3 DOF with the state-dependent 471 

and time-varying time delay, where the dynamics of the tool in X and Y-directions and the workpiece 472 

in Z-direction are considered. Four simulated results, marked as points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 473 

(5900 rpm, 1.5 mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm), were used to probe the 474 

computed stability lobe diagrams. In Figure 13(b), P1, P2 and P3 are in the chatter area for 3 DOF 475 

model but they are stable according to 2 DOF model. In contrast, P4 is a stable point for 3 DOF 476 

model but it exhibits chatter in 2 DOF prediction. The simulated displacement time histories for 477 

points P1 to P4 are presented in Appendix C. 478 

 479 

Figure 13. Stability lobe diagrams for three different models and test points obtained for a chosen set of cutting 480 

parameters given in brackets; (a) 1 DOF with state-dependent and time-varying time delay marking important 481 

points A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm), E(4100 rpm, 3.3 482 

mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm) and G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm); Points E, F, G are period-2 bifurcations; (b) classic 2 DOF 483 

(red curves) and the 3 DOF with state-dependent and time-varying time delay (color areas). The blank and color 484 

areas mark stable and chatter regions respectively. Four typical points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 (5900 rpm, 1.5 485 

mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm) are also shown. 486 

4.4 Experimental studies 487 

In this work the experiments were conducted to calibrate the developed mathematical model and 488 

provide some insight into its validation. The trimming tests are carried out on the five-axis 489 

machining center (Mikron UCP800) and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 14. A rotating 490 
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F
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D
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C
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dynamometer is used to record the dynamic milling force and an accelerometer is attached on the 491 

workpiece to measure the vibration acceleration signal. The Keyence laser displacement sensor is 492 

used to measure the vibration amplitude of the workpiece. 493 

 494 

Figure 14. Experimental set-up for investigating the dynamics of trimming thin-walled structures; (a) schematic 495 

diagram of experimental set-up; (b) photograph showing sensor locations. A rotating dynamometer is used to record 496 

the dynamic milling force of tool. Accelerometer and Keyence laser displacement sensors are used to measure the 497 

acceleration and displacement of the workpiece respectively. 498 

For stable trimming ( 6100  rpm, 3.0ea   mm, we used the same stable parameters as in the 499 

simulation), the acceleration of the workpiece vibration as well as the corresponding 1/revolution-500 

sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label) is plotted in Figure 15(a), and the corresponding FFT spectrum is 501 

shown in Figure 15(b). It can be seen that the signal in stable state only has the tooth passing 502 

frequency and its harmonics, and the dominant frequencies 915 Hz, 508.4 Hz are 9, 5 multiplication 503 

of the tool passing frequency, respectively. A comparison of the measured and simulated 504 

displacements is shown in Figure 16, where a good agreement of the main waveforms is evident but 505 

there is a space for a better correlation. Specifically, higher harmonics in time histories obtained from 506 

simulation and experiment results differ, which may be attributed to identification errors of cutting 507 

force coefficients and modal parameters. 508 

The FFT spectra of measured displacement in points A (6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B (6100 rpm, 3.5 mm), 509 

C (6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D (6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) are shown in Figure 17. Since the frequencies are 510 

multiples of the tooth passing frequency, these points are all stable. 511 
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 512 

Figure 15. Measured acceleration for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm; (a) time histories of the acceleration and the 513 

corresponding 1/revolution-sampled points (‘.’ pitch-label); (b) FFT spectrum of the acceleration signal and the 514 

frequencies are integral multiplication of the tooth passing frequency. These results show that the trimming process 515 

under this cutting parameters is stable. 516 

 517 

Figure 16. Experimental and simulated workpiece displacement time histories for 6100   rpm and 3.0ea   mm. 518 

A good agreement is clearly visible for the fundamental waveform with some discrepancies for the higher 519 

harmonics. Possible reasons for the difference are potential errors in identification of cutting force coefficients and 520 

modal parameters. 521 

915Hz508.4Hz

(a) (b)
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 522 

Figure 17. FFT spectra of the measured displacements at different stable points A(6100 rpm, 2.5 mm), B(6100 rpm, 523 

3.5 mm), C(6200 rpm, 2.5 mm), D(6200 rpm, 3.0 mm) in logarithmic scale. These frequencies are multiples of the 524 

tooth frequency, indicating that these points are stable. 525 

Taking the cutting parameters 4100 rpm and 3.5ea  mm, which is unstable in the 526 

simulation, the FFT spectrum of the measured displacement shown in Figure 18(a) indicates that the 527 

fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz is a half of the tooth passing frequency 68.33 Hz. The dominant 528 

frequencies 205 Hz is 3 multiple of the tool passing frequency, and the frequencies 102.5 Hz and 529 

239.2 Hz are 3 and 7 multiplication, respectively, of the fundamental frequency. The FFT spectrum 530 

of the measured acceleration is demonstrated in Figure 18(b), where the dominant frequencies 273.3 531 

Hz is 4 multiplication of the tool passing frequency. The frequencies 102.5 Hz, 307.5 Hz and 512.5 532 

Hz are 3, 9 and 15 multiples, respectively, of the fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz. Due to half of the 533 

tooth passing frequency has been discovered in these experimental results, period-2 bifurcation is 534 

verified. 535 

The FFT spectra of the measured displacements of points E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), F(4200 rpm, 3.0 536 

mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm) are shown in Figure 19. When 4200 rpm, the fundamental 537 

frequency 35 Hz is a half of the tooth passing frequency 70 Hz, other frequencies are multiplication 538 

of 35 Hz. 539 
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 540 

Figure 18. Spectra of workpiece displacement (a) and acceleration (b) for 4100   rpm and 3.5ea   mm. The 541 

fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz is half of the tooth passing frequency 68.33 Hz and other frequency (such as 102.5 542 

Hz, 239.2 Hz, 307.5 Hz, 512.5 Hz, 580.8 Hz) are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency 34.17 Hz. 543 
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 544 

Figure 19. FFT spectra of the measured displacements at different period-2 bifurcation points E(4100 rpm, 3.3 mm), 545 

F(4200 rpm, 3.0 mm), G(4200 rpm, 3.5 mm) in logarithmic scale. The fundamental frequency is a half of the tooth 546 

passing frequency. 547 

5 Conclusions 548 

This study presents a development of the mathematical model of trimming a thin-walled cantilever 549 

workpiece by considering the effect of workpiece vibration along the tool-axis on time delay and 550 

instantaneous rotation angle when the helix angle cutters are used. A novel dynamic model 551 

accurately describing the dynamics of thin-walled workpiece trimming process is established, where 552 

the relay relationship of state-dependent time delay, uncut chip thickness (cutting forces) and 553 

dynamic response is clearly figured out. To solve the strongly nonlinear dynamic problem, an 554 

iterative method for calculation of the state-dependent time delay and a time-domain numerical 555 

algorithm with an improved stability metrics for the prediction of trimming stability are presented. 556 
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Simulation results comparing with those of the traditional model show the efficiency of the proposed 557 

model. Moreover, the mechanism of period-n instability phenomenon observed in trimming process 558 

is fully explained. Both of the simulation and experiment results verified that two states, i.e., period-559 

n instabilities with time-varying time delay and stability states with constant time delay, exist in the 560 

thin-walled workpiece trimming process. 561 

Our investigations reveal how the large amplitude vibration of workpiece affects the time delay and 562 

stability in the trimming process. The new findings of this study can enhance our understanding of 563 

the thin-walled workpiece trimming process. It is expected to help the research community and 564 

industry in programming of parameters and even in development of new equipment, such as 565 

trimming robot, to improve productivity. For future work, the following questions about thin-walled 566 

workpiece trimming may be further explored: high order period-n phenomenon in trimming process 567 

by considering the tool runout when multi-tooth milling tool is used; optimization the helix angle of 568 

the tool and feed rate, as these factors have a relatively large effect on workpiece vibration amplitude. 569 
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Appendixes 587 

A. Algorithm for calculating time delay 588 

Time delay  t  is calculated by an iterative search method and the detailed procedure is shown in 589 

Table A1. The input parameters include tooth period T , time node t , time increment t , 590 

displacement  wz t , time delay of previous time node ( )t t   , tool geometric parameters   D  N , 591 

and error threshold  . And the output parameter is Time delay  . The iterative error 
error  and its 592 

derivative 
errord d   is used to judge the iterative direction. Due to the strong nonlinearity of the 593 

model, the solution result of the time delay may have multiple solutions. For this, we adopt multiple 594 

initial values 
0  for iterative search, and then compare the obtained results  t  with ( )t t   . 595 

According to the continuity of the physical process, we select the value closest to ( )t t    as the 596 

final value. For the selection of the initial value 
0 , we first set the change range of time delay to be 597 

±20% of the tooth period T  ( 0.8 1.2T T ), then divide this range into five equal parts, and select the 598 

middle four values as the initial values. 599 

Table A1. Algorithm for calculating time delay 600 

Input: tooth period T ; time node t ; time increment t ; displacement  wz t ; time delay of previous time 

node ( )t t   ; tool geometric parameters   D  N ; error threshold  , initial values 0 . 

Output: Time delay  

Step I: 

(0) Set     
tan

error w w

TN
T z t z t

D
  



 
     

 
,     

tan
1error

w w

d TN
z t z t t

d D t


 

 


      


; 

(1) If first tooth period, let t  , exit and output  ; Else let 
0  ; 

(2) If 0t   , let t  ; Elseif 0  , let t   ; 

(3) Calculate 
error  and errord

d




, let 

0error error  ; If 0error
error

d

d





 , let flag = 1; Else let flag = -1; 

(4) If | |error   or 0 0error error   , exit and output  ; 

(5) If flag = = -1, let t   ; Elseif flag = = 1, let t   ; 

(6) If 0t   , let t  ; Elseif 0  , let t   ; 

(7) let 0error error   and Calculate error , and go to Step:4. 

Step II: 

(0) Set ( )t t      ; 

(1) Calculate   for each iterative search result   with different initial values 0 ; 

(2) Select time delay   corresponding to the minimum  . 
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B. Flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe diagrams 601 

The flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the stability lobe diagram is shown in Figure A1. 602 

The input parameters include tool parameters ( D ,  , N ), system modal parameters ( M , C , K ), 603 

cutting force coefficients ( tK , teK , rK , reK , aK , aeK ) and cutting conditions ( , tf , ea , 0h , up or 604 

down milling). And the output of the algorithm is a stability lobe diagram with different bifurcation 605 

types. The procedure of the algorithm is described as follows: 606 

For current given spindle speed and width of cut, time delay, the cutting forces and vibration 607 

displacements are calculated by Eq. (9), Eq. (3) and Eq. (1), respectively, in simulation time duration 608 

endt . Then, the stability metrics 
nM  is calculated by Eq. (12) and the stability of the milling process 609 

behaviors mapped as stable, period-n bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation. This process needs to be 610 

carried out for every spindle speed and width of cut. At the end, the stability lobe diagram is 611 

constructed. 612 
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 613 

Figure A1. Flow chart of the numerical algorithm to construct the stability lobe diagram. The input parameters 614 

include tool parameters, system modal parameters, cutting force coefficients and cutting conditions. And the output 615 

result is a stability lobe diagram with different bifurcation types. For given spindle speed and width of cut, we 616 

calculate time delay, cutting forces and vibration displacements by Eq. (9), Eq. (3) and Eq. (1), respectively, in the 617 

Input:

    Tool parameters

    System modal parameters

    Cutting force coefficients

    Cutting conditions

For spindle speed: Ω=Ω+ΔΩ 

For radial width: ae=ae+Δae

For simulation time: t=t+Δt

Calculate time delay by Eq. (9)

Calculate force by Eq. (3)

Calculate displacement by Eq. (1)

t >= tend ?

Calculate the stability metric Mn by Eq. (12)

All radial width finished?

All spindle speed finished?
No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Output: Stability lobe diaram with          

different bifurcation types

Subharmonic sampling strategy to 

construct the stability lobe:

if M1 <= 1μm

     stable

elseif M2 <= 1μm

     period-2

elseif M3 <= 1μm

      period-3

elseif M4 <= 1μm

      period-4

else

      secondary Hopf or high order period-n

end

Analyze the milling process behaviors by 

subharmonic sampling strategy
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set simulation time duration endt . Then, the stability metrics nM  can be calculated by Eq. (12), and the milling 618 

process behaviors can be analyzed by subharmonic sampling strategy. 619 

 620 

C. Simulation parameters of stability lobe diagram (Figure 13(b)) and corresponding 621 

simulated vibration displacement time histories for P1 to P4 622 

The simulation parameters of the stability lobe diagram shown in Figure 13(b) are assigned as 623 

follows: A single tooth ( 1N  ) tool with diameter 8D   mm, helix angle 45   is used. The thickness 624 

of the plate is 2 mm which is equal to the cutting depth. The modal parameters of the tool and 625 

workpiece are listed in Table A2 and the cutting coefficients parameters are listed in Table A3. Up 626 

milling with feed per tooth 0.03tf   mm. The range of spindle speed is 4000 to 7500 rpm with the 627 

step of 100 rpm and radial width is 1.0 to 5.0 mm with the step of 0.1mm. 628 

Table A2. Modal parameters of the milling system. 629 

Mode Frequency (Hz) Mass (kg) Damping ratio (%) Stiffness (N/m) 

Workpiece (Z) 243.12 0.0084 0.8720 1.9707×104 

Tool (X) 768.90 0.6859 0.6823 1.6009×107 

Tool (Y) 775.33 0.6526 0.9137 1.5576×107 

Table A3. Cutting coefficients parameters. 630 

tK (MPa) rK (MPa) aK (MPa) teK (N/mm) reK (N/mm) aeK (N/mm) 

1128 395 195 26.3 39.1 4.3 

The simulated displacement time histories of four typical points P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), P2 (5900 631 

rpm, 1.5 mm), P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm) of Figure 13(b) are shown in Figure 632 

A2 to Figure A5, respectively. P1, P2 and P3 are chatter points in 3 DOF, but stable points in 2 DOF, 633 

P4 is a stable point in 3 DOF, but chatter point in 2 DOF. 634 
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 635 

Figure A2. Simulated displacement time histories for P1 (4600 rpm, 3.5 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 636 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 637 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 638 

Figure A3. Simulated displacement time histories for P2 (5900 rpm, 1.5 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 639 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 640 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 641 

Figure A4. Simulated displacement time histories for P3 (6300 rpm, 1.6 mm), which is a stable point in 2 DOF, but 642 

chatter point in 3 DOF. 643 

(a)

(b)

(c)
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 644 

Figure A5. Simulated displacement time histories for P4 (7100 rpm, 2.1 mm), which is a chatter point in 2 DOF, but 645 

stable point in 3 DOF. 646 

  

(a)

(b)

(c)
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